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N FRIDAY, THE THIRTEENTH
ELECTION HELD BY 110PKINSVILLE •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
OF MUNI, HOLLAND HANGS
TOBACCO BOARD OFTRAOEIWAIIARNEsgi
EXTRA SESSION TO
10BABLY IN .NEW JAIL
SELECT NEVI SITE
REPARATIONS ARE
MADE FOR EXECUTION

MR. DABNEY ACAIN CHO-•

n

n :311

Collars,

mdemned Negro Spends
Much of His Time in
Prayer.

FOR CAPITOL BUILDINC
AT FRANKFORT

GOV. BECKHAM'S CALL

THE SAME INSPECTORS
New Seerbtary.-A List Of
The Committees For

9

VMS,

Sext Friday will be the thirteenth
1905.
of the month and the day apointed by Gov. Beckham fur the ex•stiloii of George Holland, whose
No Other Business Named The election held Wednesday by
,itenoe of death for participation
In Proclamation-Demand the Hopkinsville Tobacco Board of
OEORCE HOLT.A N
be murder of the unknown white
Trade resulted as follows:
On Southern Pacific.
near Pembroke in November, the pictures be sent to him. When
Presideet, Frank W. Dabney.
is, was recently affirmed by the thir prints were fleally conipleted one
Vice President, James West.
it of appeals.
was sent to lihn mild he tad,d it on
Secretary, Hugh West.
(Special to New Era.)
'more have been circulated to the wall of his cell, but say s lie will
INSPECTORS
FRANKFORT. Ky., Jan. 5.—Gov. Frank
fleet that the prosecution had send It to his family who live near
M. Byars. Walter A. Wilson.
.ioned the govorttor for a respite Pembroke. Th is titian re makes II ol- Beckham has issued a proulamation
ARBITRATION COMMITTEE.
loiland as they wanted his testi- land look several y ears younger than calling the Kentucky legislature into H. E. Cooper.
Fritz Fallenstein.
',against the other two negroes, he cices in person. He 's about sixty special session on Thursday, January
COMMITTEE ON A PPE ALS
12, to consider solely the question of
Carney and Frank Meriwether, years old.
James West, chairman.
itnie sentences of death for the
A former friend from St. I,'ors vie changing the site of the state house R. M. Wooldridge M.
H. Tandy
:se crime were reversed. So far, ted Holten Iii the jail a few days to some more desirable point in the Wallace Kelly
C. S. Jarrett.
city of Frankfort. The state house
v. Beckham has taken no definite ago, telling Wm that
real of
ps in the matter and it is a matter hie sentence and wanted to have a commission took no formal action in
The first sale of loose tobacco
on
the matter, but the commissionets the floor
conjecture as to what action he last talk with him before I e was
of the season took place
exwere in conference with Gov. Beck- Tuesday
fill take, should such a request have ecuted, Hollaihi
at the warehouse of R. M.
talked to his visiham and so were prominent citizens
4ea made of him. Unless he grants tor freely and told
Wooldridge & Co.
him that his presAbout 30,000
of Frankfort.
stay of execution the hanging will ent predicament
pounds of the weed was offered
was the result of
and
commiss
The
ion after weighing the bidding
alto place next Friday, and prob.- being caught in bad
was lively. The prices mealcompany.
matter from every standpoint be• ized
My the execution room of the new
ranged as follows; Trash, $2.60
came convinced that it would be batall banding will be used.
The Fiscal Court.
to $3.25; lugs, $3.50 to $4 60; common
ter and cheaper to have an extra see- leaf,
When the report reached Holland
$6 to $6; medium leaf, $6 to $7.
sioa of the legislature and change
the petition had been made to
(From Thlirs(lay's Daily)
There was no fine leaf offered.
Beckham lie seemed much
Fiscal court is in session today. the site, if possible, than to lose twice
The Christian County Committee
ed up over it and for a time was The main business to come before the cost of the extra 61391B011 BI renttter spirits. Now, however, he the body will be the smallpox claims ing temporary quarters for the state of the Dark Tobacco District Protectto think that no clemency will against the county. Other matters officers for several years and run the ive Association has been called to
risk of losing by fire the priceless meet iii Hopkinsvilie Saturday, Janiwn him and he spends touch may be brought up.
records that are now :n fireproof uary 7, at 10:30 a. in„ at the office
time in seeking religion, but
of
D. A. R. Rtieeting.
vaults.
Frank Rives. Business of much imhe has not been able, be says,
Ike complete peace with his
portance will by transacted.
Cougoessinan David H. Smith, of
The Col..1t,hu Green Chapter, D.
r.
The Government Crop Reporter
,cough much downcast over his A. R. will meet in its monthly ses- tne Fourth Kentucky district, has
says
of the Clarksville and Hopk
sion
announc
Saturda
ed
y
he
that
afterno
would
on
not be a
at 2 o'clock,
ding fate Holland has borne
WV,MN,
nderfully to have beet) subject- with Mrs. W. R. Howell, corner 14th candidate for the seat'of Mr. Black- Ville tobacco district:
Mr, Thomas C. Van Cleve and Miss
The average farm price on Decemburn in the United States senate, nor
the long continued strain and Liberty streets. ,
Elsie Baker were united in inatrimober
1 for the crop of this district is
would
he seek re-election to the nahe has undergone. He has
CON F E R ust Tuesday afternoon at the rest- IMPORTANT
Double Wedding.
tional house of representative. Mr. estimated at 7.8c per pound. Prices
given Jailer Boyd the least
ENCE AT VINCENNES
deuce of the bride's mother, Mrs. JuSmith is the oldest member in point received so far have been
from 26 to
3 in any manner, and has been
(From Thursday's Daily.)
lia Baker, in the Julien vicinity. It
of service hi the house from Kentuc- 30 per cent.
higher than thoes retly healthy all the time. When
Marriage licenses were issued late ky. Upon the conclusion of the term
was one of the most interesting nupceived for similar grades at this
notograph for the accompany- yesterd
ay afternoun to Mr. Willie for which he was recently elected he
tial events of the year in South Organization of K. I. T.
time last year. On account of the
will have served ten years.
cut was made by a New Era Cowan and
Miss Eva Henderson and
Christian society.
The ceremony,
League For 1905 Will Be
dry weather not more than 7 per
esentative, Holland was brought Mr. Willie
which was performed promptly at
West and Mies Sadie
Secretary of State McChesney has cent, of
the crop had been marketed
Completed.
Into the jail yard by Jailer Boyd Henderson.
2:30 o'clock, was beautiful and imThe prospective grooms made a formal demand on the repreur. to Dec. 20. The average quality
:d the colored men who assists him, stated to
sentativ
e
of
the
Souther
n Pacific
the county clerk that the
pressive, the officiating clergyman
Railroad company for the payment of the cured leaf is thought to be sud the picture was made with one affair would
boing the Rev. Mr. Kirtley. The
be a double wedding
of $60,000 into the state treasury as perior to the 1903 crop. It is of a
A meeting of the officiall of the K.
Winding on either side of him. and would
take place at the home of organization
tax oil the recent in- darker color and has more body, parlor had been handsomely decor- I. T. baseball league has been
Shen the old negro walked out into the brides-t
called
o-be, who are sisters, in crease of its capital stock
ated for the occasion. The wedding
thus making it much better for
by President Thompson to be; held
IlbteSunlight of the outdoor world, the KIrkmansville vicinity
last night
march was played by Miss Berta
many purposes, though not so suitat VII:ennes, on January 8, to take
ribleh he had tint seen for so long if a preacher could be procured to
Stowe, and the musical program inable for the French market. A
steps ward organizing for the com,Seept Oro igh tne barred windows pronounce the ceremony. It a min
cluded a sw.Jet solo by Miss Annie
leiter could not be found lest night
prominent dealer of Chrlstiau COURing baiseball season. It is understood
it:the jail. he tottered slightly and
Stowe. The tnaid of honor was the
the wedding would take place Sunty, Ky., makes the following report
that al the towns now in the circuit
aid prat he was weak and almost day.
bride's sister; Miss Alberta Baker,
upon
will centinue in it, unless Clarksconditi
(Specia
ons
in
l
to
New
this
Era.)
important
lInded by the light from his long
and the best man was Mr. Bernice
ville simuld drop out and Owensboro
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 6.— district: "Our handling seasons this
Our Banks.
inement.
Penick, of Elkton. 'The attendants
Congress resumed its session at year have been very unfavorable,
come lin to take. the vacant place.
f• •r the exposure ef the plate had
were Miss Carrie Baker and Mr.
From Thursday's Daily)
Waehingten yesterday after the hol- much like those of last year when
The q4estion of making it an eighthe requested that one of
'fa
Harry Gaines, Miss Irma Goodwin,
HopkinsvIlle and Christian coun- iday adjournment. 'rite
a
rain
club
would
biegue by taking in two more
ha
followe
d by a cold
sedate deof Cerulean, and Mr. Frank Baker,
ty are to be congratulated upon their cided to enter
towns will also be determined. There
upon the considera- spell, thus causing tobacco to stiffen
Miss Polly Graves, of Mayfield, and
banking institutions. There are none thin of the Stateho
are a *zen towns anxious to come
od bill. The and become unsuitable for stripping.
Mr.
Dan Owsley, Miss Ermine Van
better in the state. The statements house session
into th league. Most of the K. I. T.
was brief and an ad- The prices this year are much better
Cleve and Mr. L. Aubrey Tuggle. clubs re
of the Planters' Bank & Trust com- journment
was taken after the re- than last, and so far will average
nSaking arrangements to
The
pany, the Bank of Hopkinsville, the port of the
ushers were Mr. Emmett Jones play
Merchant Marine Com- close to six cents, though some tob tter ball the coming season
City Batik, the First National Bank, mission had been
bacco has been sold below this price. and Mr. Frank (Cauale• After con- than e er before. They
submitted.
will all have
In this immediate section the high- gratulations and good wishes, Mr.
all of this city, and the Farmers' and
fine in inor league material from
est price reported was seven cents and Mrs. Van Cleve left for the
Merchants' Bank, of Pembroke, pubSenator Stone, of Missouri, introresi- which .o make up first-cl
ass teams.
pound for a crop of about 75,000
dence of the bridegroom's father, Hopkins
lished in the New Era, have been duced a resolution asking the Judicville will have a team A,setpounds. It is generally conceded
Mr.
J.
J.
Van
Cleve,
nea; this city,
read with interest by business men iary Committee to inquire into
ly superior to the one played in 1904.
as- that the quality of this crop is better on the Clarksvi
lle pike, where an eleand citizens generally. All are pros• sertions made by Thomas W. Law- than that of the 1903 crop, and, as the
gant reception was held in their hon- The stockholders are also arranging
nectars and in splendid condition.
son and former Judge Parker con- yield in pounds will be probably or.
to improve their grounds and enlarge
cerning contributions to the presi- twenty-five to thirty per cent less,
The bride is a lovely and accom- the gralndstand. It is
expected that
Notice to Farmers.
dential campaign funds of 1890 and prices bid fair to continue good. In plished young woman and has many new officers
will
be
elected
at the
friends
and admirers iii this city,
I take this means of notifying the 1904.
many counties of this district tobacco
where she was formerly' a student at league meeting, as the present ones
public that I have an office with J.
is being held by farmers for better
Bethel Female College.
Mr. Van do not *WI to serve any longer.
T. Edtnunds in county building.
The brief of the government in the
prices. They are selling more freely Cleve is a popular young
gentleman
When wanting fire insurance call on beef trust case
_
was presented to the in this county, however, probabl
y and a business man of fine capacity.
R. K. WARD, agent Continental.
By a decision of the court of claims
two mi!lion pounds or more having He has a lucrative and responsi
United States supreme court.
ble
w4t
been sold up to December 20."
position with Terry, White & Co., all perebns who paid to4111410 exof Cadiz. Mr. and Mrs. Van Cleve emptloti from the illegal dm/tot Mk
will remain in tile county a few days for mililtary service are entitled
to
0011.0.ROMS mod Oro.
The famous little One.
,
and then go to Cadiz to reside.
reouvarlstuth amount.
auras Colds. Provosts Paseassala
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•
•
,
•
•
:Laprobes, Leggitis,!} etc. We have.
•
•
•
the
larg
est
and
best
stoc
k
of
/
•

.
I flidipg Saddles

•ever brought to Hopkinsville. In
Ifact we have bought too many.
:
•
to If you want something goodcome
:
:
and get it now, at 10 to 20 pert
:
cent discount.
•
I

•i• F. II. 1041 Co.4_ ,. .-,.

:
207 South Main Street. i
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1 MAGNATES TO MEET

AT WASHINGTON.

a MATTER Of"HEALTH

pOY

N,po
bAKIN6
PO
WDER
ilieolutabr Pure

soorriwg OaellilnuteOeugh Cure
rep

sitrars Early Risers

FOLMIIONETANITAR

-111,11,0•PIPPIIMPOSismPlapenowaamons—

BAD STOMACH

TOBACCO MINH
FOUR AND A HALF MILLION POUNDS IN COUNTY.

he Strength
f the coffee you buy adds to Its
alue in the cup.

Lion Coffee

Prizing :Houses Are To Be
Established Without
Further Delay.

comes to you fresh and of full
strength, always in sealed, air-tight
Bulk coffees lose their
iti
re
e
tiZdeteriorate in flavor, and
also gather dirt.
"
reett'w

.estietilOorfes.

(From Friday's Daily.)
As indicated in the New Era's report of the tobacco growers rally at

Y. M. C. A. Committees.

the courthouse yesterday, the meeting was a great success iii every part'cular and the farmers of the county

MAKES BAD BLOOD.
butter in a feel
churn. Every farmer's wile knews this.
Your stomach ehttrils and digests the
food you tett. and It foul, torpid or out of
order, your whole system suffers from
blood poisoning. You will have foul
breath, coated tongue. bad taste, poor
appetite and tm whole train of disagreeDr. litre's Golden
able symptoms.
Medical Discovery, which is not a beverage composed of whisky or alcohol. being
entirely free from intoxicants, is a great
regulator and invigorator of the Stomach, Liver And Bowels.
"
,About a year ago I was 111 with blood poisoning." writes Miss Eveline Louts, of se
Walter Street, Buffalo. N. Y. "I bad what
seemed to be a small cold sore on no lip. It
became very angry In appearance and began
to spread until It nearly covered nil face. I
was a frightful sight and could not go outside the house because of my appearance. T
used a blood medicine which did not give
no, any relief. Then I began to take your
'Golden Medical Discovery.' I was greatly
benefited with the first bottle and after tak.
Ins the second bottle was completely cured.
The erysipelatous eruption disappeared and
my blood was cleansed. My complexion Is
clear and fresh and I have felt better this
year than I did for some time before. DI.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is certainly a most remarkable medicine."

James H. Anderson, chairman.
Wallace Kelly.

W.T. Fowler.

ready 4.500,000 pounds

have

been

pledged in the county.

We will not have time to call a
meeting of the executive committee
to discuss this particular question.
Time is very valuable just now, and
I trust that you will give this matter
prompt and careful consideration.

Chairman Ex. Cow.

Shackelford-Torlan.
(From Friday's 1Jail3 )
Mr. Thomas 'Veriest, and Miss CIS ra
Shackelford were joined in matrimony today in Clarksville. The happy
couple left this city yesterday afternoon over the Teeneesee

Central

The ceren1,,ny was per-

formed in the parlors of the Arling-

They act promptly and never gripe.
They are so dainty that it is a pleasure
to take them. One to two act as a
mild laxative; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
are purely vegetable and absolutely
harmless. They tonic the liver.
PREPARID

ONLY WY

Z.Ca DoWitt Se co..ciatoago

Sold by R.C Hardwick

and

NOT -NARC OTIC.

=.1tCrar:

one-cent stamps to cover cost
of mailing only for book in
stiff paper covers, or 31 stamps
for cloth-bound. Address Dr.
B. V. Pierce. Buffalo. N. Y.

closed.
Dr. Jackson reports that there are

Awe ar04111-S4M2ZATC/SR
itiNNS6I SemiALT.Sosna •
Ad.& SSA:Aim &It

Several will be discharged tomorrow.
Three patieets from the southern

Hine Seed -

They are the

only cases that have developed in

A perfect Remedy for ConstipaRon,Sour Stoskach,Diarrhoes
Worms,Convulsions,feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

the county in about ten days, and
came from infected houses.
City Health Officer Wee d 3rd discovered three cases of smallpox on
the outskirts of town,

near

Greenville road, yesterday.

For Ov
Thirty Yea

FarSimile Signature of

the

aeteeta.
-

NEW YO • K.

Resist-

mice was offered by members of the

ASTOR

families when the hospital wagon
Was gelato convey the patients to
Concord. Dennis Watts, fath . r

of

Charles Watts, a young negro who

moved the boy. The man was arrested and the patient was taken to the

1314

hospital. Charles Watts was tried
in the city court this morning and

garden Seeds

fined $50 John Baxter attempted unsuccessfully to keep his brother-inlaw, Gus Mumfort, from being taken
to the hospital. He will be tried tomorrew before Judge Fowler.
There are now but, three patients
in the white hospital atCedar Grove,
and one of these will be discharged
tomorrow or Sunday.

USED IN YOUR GARDEN THIS YEAR MEAN
BETTER QUALITIES AND LARGER RETURNS.

•

AWARDED GOLD MEDAL 'ST. LOUIS, 1004.
Endorsed by the hest Gardeners as the highett qualities obtainable. Send for our
SEED BOOK FOR toot. Mailed free. I t's mnst valuable for information concerning
Seeds and Crops comprising Vegetable Seeds, bras,and Clover Seeds, Ainslie, Rape,
Seed Oats, Seed Corn, Forage Crops, and all Seeds for the Garden and Farm.

WOOD,STUBBS 11C1 CO., Seedsmen,

--

Lou tesvtLt_c. slErsi-rucky.

The Partisan Ranger.

••••+•+••+

Mrs. Blaketnere begs to announce
that she

has received cot ies of

ts

STABLE

book by Gen. Adams Johnson, callad "Tne Partisan Ranger," to he sold
under the auspices ef the Daughtets

Successer to Golay & Bram*. Cor.'1th & Vir. Ste.

of the Confederacy.

LIVERY AND FEED STABLE

It may be recailed that Gen. J.din
son lost his eyes io the Confederate

ciialid courteous attention giv
For a :lice drive, up-to-date rigs
3 — meeting all trains. Funs
ire a eftill Hack SHVICe lor He
rat lied wedding mirth s a ripe-cholla . Home phone 1313, Cunibil
Ian.) phonic 32. I will be glad to havt, all my friends give,
their patronage.

service and as his campaigns lay It
southwestern Kentucky, the veltnue
is

of great great local

nibbon

interest

Owensboro, Henderson, Clarksville
HowardIBrame, As. Hophinsville, Hy
kinsvIlle, was in the city yestelday and Hopkinsville are all points et
en route to Owensboro to reside. His special mention and acti3n. The
faintly, who are visiting relatives in book is charmingly written in almost
4444-6444-44-044-444+44-54-5-1,44-4-444-4444-4444444-+•444-s-e+
the city, will leave for their new
colloquial style, is graphic in dehome the latter part of the week.—
scription, stirring in movetnent and
Henderson Gleaner.
thrilling in the vigor of his achieve-•
When Other Cigairs Can't Please

a••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4

•

Kentucky
The Western
Asylum for the Insane and S.
W. Hager, Auditor of Public
Accounts, for the State of
Kentucky,suing in the nat»e
of the
Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane.
Plaintiffs
vs.
Petition it. Equity.
W. P. Winfree, as committee
of, and as administrator of,
Chas. Harry, deceased &c.,
Defendants.
The plaltdiffe praying that this
cause be referred to the Master Commissioner of this court to advertise
for and hear proof of claims against
the estate of Chas. Harry, deceased.
It is therefore now ordered by this
court that all persons having claims
against said decedent, Chas. Harry,
or his estate, appear before Douglas
Bell, Master Commissioner of this
court, in or before January 14, 1905,
present said claims and prove same
as required by law, and said Master
Commissioner wi,1 at mice ascertain
and prove said claims, and make
due report thereof to this court, at
its next February tern], 1905.
w4t
C. R. CLARK,C. C. C.
By T. E. LAWSON,D. C.

ments. It may be questioned if at

•
TRY 'A

book written of that period is bettei •
calculated to awake general interest,•

•
•
,
Standard
Gold
•
•.44„....4........4.......4“4-44144
•..4++•-•-•-•-•-•44444-44-•-•44++444-+++++++44-•

or hold more enthralled the attention
of the average reader.
That a man of twenty-sty yearshould accomplish

what, he did i-

amazing, that a man totally blind
shouici have recuperated health and

ik

FIVE CENT CIGAR.
•
Always the Best!
Always the Same!
later

............................

•

strength sufficient to make a
•
career on the wild frontier of Texas,
is only evidence of the stuff of which
Gen. Johnson was made, and these
facts command the respect atid admiration alike of friend and foe.
Connected

with

Gen. Morgan's

command, the volume contains a
vigorous description of his escape
from prison, written

by

LY 20 LEFT

Captain

-........r
...---

...4

Think of it, you,can buy a 19(
It also contains short accounts
of various members of the Rangers, job up=to-date Vehicie now for cost.,
and Mrs. Tinian will return to Hopand is profusely illuetrated.
No white elephant or little snake,
k insville tonight.
Altogether, it is a book a boy
should devour, and one a Southern
sting, but as we soy COST. Cornt
More Changes.
mother take pride and pleasure in
his
hands,
that
he
may
putting in
Official announcement has been
and see them and 1:, convinced but
have example from his own people
made of the appointment of E. II.
Increase Capital.
of dash, endurance, persistent en'
that you may be able to get a kind
Dulaney to the office of assistant
The Paducah Baseball association cleavor, chivalric bearing under exgeneral freight ageat of the
has filed articles of amendment to treme temptation "to do to others as of an idea.
Price some buggies froni
and Nashville railroad to suctheir charter, increasing their capital they were doing to you," and a courwho
has
Clarence
I).
ceed
stock from $500 to $3,000, divided into age and fortitude under disaster that other houses and sele what they as
been promoted to the place of gene500 shares of $5 each. The incorpo- have marked the Southern soldier
ral freight agent for the Knoxville
for obsolete jobs and then come an
rators are John W. Keller, Richard above all historic precedent.
branch. Mr. Boyd will leave LouisRudy and A S. Thompson. The aslook at:ours and not the different
ville January
sociation is preparing to enlarge the
Mrs. Wallis' Death.
C. A. Bradshaw, who has been in
Nothing but 1904 hi)bs on our flow
business and has one of the best
the office of Charles A. Kritzky, as-

ered that she was frozen stiff awl ate groom is a popular and worthy
was speechless. Physicians work
young gentleman and is a salysinan
all day with her before she recyV in J. H. Anderson & Co's. store Mr.

equalled.

disinfected

0=kr:41,01.

F. G. EWING,

MAYSVILLE, Ky Dec. 20—Mrs. ton Hotel and was witnessed by only
George Sims, of Orangeburg. drove a few friends.
here with her husband 3 esterday.
['he bride is a pretty and attractWhen the husband attempted to as- ive young lady and a daughter or
sist her our ef the buggy he discovr Mr. J. L. Shackelford. The fortun-

For quick re/let from Biliousness,
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver, Jaundice, Dizzinesa, and al) troubles arising from an inactive m ....uggish It rer,
DeWitt's Little Early Risers tie., un-

been discharged. and tile house has

part of the county were taken to the

Christian Circuit Court.

Yours Truly,

railroad.

THE FAMOUS LITTLE PILLS.

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfu
ness and Rest.Contains neither
ppium,Morphine norllineraL

in the Gracey eruptive hospital have
thoroughly

Bears the
Oignature
of

IN/1.1N IS"( HILDRLN

hospital yesterday.

prizing tobacco should let it be
Mr. John Y
known and prepare for receiving to- vine.
bacco and advancing money to memMr. Ike Hart spent yeetelday itt
Macedonia, Ky., Dec. 28 —The
bers In need. His letter is as fol. Clarksville.
prise offered by Murphy & Son for
lostrs:
Mr. W. C. Edmunds has !churned
climbing the greased pole Christmas
Glenraven, Tenn.. Dec. 26, 1901.— to Clarksville.
eve was awarded to James White, a
Dear Sir: As we now have a line to
Jack See es lies returned iron a
fifteen years old boy. Atter several
bacco season, we realize the Import- visit to friends in Pembreke
attempts had been made by men,the
ance of establishing our prizing
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Cooper
boy climbed to the top, lifted the
houses without delay. In fact it is have returned trent a visit to Mrs
$2.60 prize and sit down on the end
Imperative that this be done at once. Cooper's father, Mr. W. H. Rieke.
of the pole and crossed his legs.
I therefore suggest that you imDr. H. C. Beazley and wife, of
Tne six dollar watch given by Murmediately open negotiations with Bowling Green, are spendi:.g the
phy & Son to the one who would
every worthy, competent, responsi- holidays with his mother, Mrs. Alice
bring the largest wagon load of CueP. Russell, rear the city.
ble man in your county, who would
tomer@ to their store the week preMr. Phonies Chandler, of Coates
care to do this work and authorize
ville, Ind., is visiting Mr. R. C. Lawceding Christmas, was awarded to
him to begin work whenever he has son. This is Mr. Chandler's first
G. W. Lambe, who brought eighty
the patronage offeced.
visit to Kentucky in forty years.
eersons, drawn by four horses. Mr.
The bond matter, which of course
Mr. T. W. Buckner, of Henderson,
'Walter Sallee brought sixty-eight,
we intend to insist upon, must be who is visiting his parents, Mr. and
drawn by four horses.
considered, but need not delay this Mrs. S. G. Buckner, is confined to
The six dollar prize saddle given
work. The association will just as his bed by a severe attack of rneu
matism.
briitirranklin & Co., for the lar- soon as
possible, send an inspector to
gest wagon load uf customers at sled that every building and press is
Dr. Jaldi Moore, of Clifton, Tenn.,
well known to all Tennessee rivertheir store was given to R. N. Eli, in good, consistent order.
men, is in the city visiting friends.
who, on Christmas eve, carried nineOf course you are to understatid He will leave this evening for Hopty people on one wagon.
that every county chairman is to kii.sville to visit friends.—Paducal,
Mr. Hooper Nave, af Tomato,Arke take up this matter in the same man- News-Democrat.
is on a visit to his old home.
ner you are requested to do.
J. L. Shackelford. formerly of Hop-

Early Risers

ANigetable PreparationforAssimilating theFood andReg ulaling the Stomachs and Bowels of

(From Friday's Daily.)
Ali the patients who were confined

been

The Kind You Ha*
Always Bought r

had a fully developed case, threatenOwsiey is In Louis.
ed violence to the guards if they re-

Macedonia Notes.

.-r.-d.

Two Men Are Arrested For
Interfering With Removal
of Patients.

$50P000

41 PERSONAL

FROZEN IN BUCCY.

For Infanta and C'hildrsii

fifteen cases in the Concord hospital.

Chairman F. 0. Ewing, of the
Constipation although a little ill, beThe personnel of these committees
Dark Tobacco District Planters' gets big ones If neglected. Dr. Pierce',
Is In every way excellent. All of the
Pellets cures ounstipation.
Protective Association, has issued
gentlemen are experienced business
the following letter to mambo's of
men and are deeply interested In the
the committee and all county chair
*
IN
mown of the organisation.
men. Those who want to engage in
(From Friday's Daily.)

Mr. Gus P'Pool, formerly of this
place, but now a resident of eastern
Texas, Is here visiting friends and
relatives. He co iremplates taking
his sired mother back with him.
Macedonia now boasts of plenty of
war r, end ice water at that.
The officers of Macedonia ChrisOtto church wil! meet Wednesday
night for the purpose of calling a
preacher for snottier year.
H. L. Thomas begao his secoed
school for this year last Monday
morning at Cones' schoel-house,
having closed his first at Macedonia
last Friday. This is four for him in
two years.
A hapti, New Year! Success to
the New Emote managers, its correepondet ts and its readers is the best
wftst,es of the
WHITE MAN.

CASTOR*

NO MORE SMALLPDX AT
CRACEY.

Don't accept a substitute for a medicine
which performs such 'lures and which has
a uniformly successful record of nearly
forty years to its credit. It's an insult to
your intelligence for a dealer to try by
over-persuasion to palm off upon you in
its stead some inferior article with no
record to hack it up. You know what
you want; it is his business to meet that
want.

President F. J. Brownell, of the
were aroused as never before to the
Young Men's Christian association,
importance of the movement to sehas appointed the follawiog commitcure good prices for their product.
teep:
At the conclusion of the ringing
111), EX Et CTIV E COMMITTEE.
speeches that were made urging the
GIVEN AWAY, in copies of
F. M. Stites, chairman.
People's Common Sense
farmers to join the association and Medical Adviser,The
a book that sold to the exJ. H. Anderson.
Jaines West.
of 500.000 copies • few
tent
light for their rights, pledges were years ago. at $1 50 per copy.
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
Last year we gave away
circulated and from the growers 00.000
worth of these. invalua" John T. Edmunds,cnairman.
ble books. This year we shall
present 2,800 000 pounds of tobacco give
$60,000 worth of
away
R. H. DeTreville.
I. L. Smith.
them. Will you share in this
were pledged to the association. Al- benefit? If so. send only 21
AUDITING COMMITTEE.

HOSPITAL CLOSED

Von can't undo, sweet

Hockersmith, who planned the

flan-

nel.

Louis-

ville

Boyd,

I.

Mrs. Elizabeth M. Wallis, the agteams in the South.—Paducah Newssistant to the general manager, has
mother of Mrs. E. M. Sherwood,
ed
Democrat.
been made secretary to the fourth
formerly of this city, died Wednesvice president, George A. Evans,,to
day at her home in Evansville. Cantake effect January 1.
-ion was the cause of death.
Digests what you sat,

'Ude' Dyspepsia Owe

Planters H dare

R I ERLY REPORT
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attrs Bank BURNED TO GROUND E. C. COON liESIGNSWINUARI 'WEATHER •
-OF TH E-

Lod Trust Co.

GREEN HOMESTEAD 18 SUCCEEDED HERE BY J. PLENTY OF SNOWS ARE
DESTROYED.
B. MALLON.
PROMISED.

r THEWLOSE OF BUSINESS

ecember 31st, 1904.

RESOURCES.
and Discounts,,.,. ..... 8220,562 48
rafts. secured ..
oo
/rafts, unsecured..
.
3,256 710 Mr. Thomas Green Had Just
rolls National Banks.414,0041 ..
from !State Banks
Moved His Family
nd Bankers
...... 518 27
from Trust companies 8,942 401
19,0601 104
There.
zing house and lot
.
22,301 01
V Real Estate
00
Wages
salt IS
.. Bonds
on
er stocks and bonds
00
14.122,7
The residence of Mr. Thos. Greets,
(7.010 07
22,0440
174incy
oMange for clearings
5.977 26 the Green homestead three miles
..
lier items carried as cash
669 73
irniture and Fixtures
6,71080 resist of the city, near the Nashviffe
tad to pay Taxes
uo
irrent expenses last quarter paid
pike, was destroyed by fire Sunday
lye description, location, value,
id how long owned, all real estate
&opt banking house cud lot. If
ty owned longer than 5 years None
removed his
Mr. Green had

only

313,670 16
LIABI LITZ EM.
apiltal Stock paid in, in cash
$50,000 00
arpi us Fund
1,01)000
&divided Profits
1,844 50
• Depositors, as follews, viz
posits subject to iheck( on which
is not paid).
1610,114 96
mosiie subject to check
on which interest is
paid)
00
.and certificates of depoints(on which interest is paid)
00
Moe certificates of deposit
on which interest is paid
00
antings deposits( on which
Warn& is paid
149
allirliified Checks
00
169,1105 96
POO National Banks
M 1 ,301
DS* State banks and
Bankers
8463 ;16
Due Trust companies. .....01)

E. C. Coon, the popular and efficient local agent of the Illinois Central and Tennessee Central railroad

Coon

succeeded

E. M. Sherwood

here, and he has made a wide cirele

several

advan-

tageous business offers, and

will de-

ure.

He

has

had

cide in a few days which he will act.
J. B. Mallon, of

Louisville,

has been appointed joint agent of tilt
HopI. C. and T. C. in Hopkinsville, anu
kinsville his home for several years.
night

while

the

family
upon the discharge of his duties. He

were ih the sitting-room downstairs,
is an experienced and capable railthe odor of smoke became perceptible and, on
found that

investigation, it was

the second story of the

beildhg was ablaze. The flames had

will, according

to Rev.

the west which

Cloaks and Firs and Ladies
and Gentiem n's Underwear.

will pass eastward

over the country, followed by colder
weather.

By

the

4th

dilanges to

warmer will take place in

western

parts bringing snow in the north and
rain in the south, and
by

the 6th.

Call and get our prices before
you buy elsewhere.

reaching the
A

prompt

change to rising barometer and much
colder will follow this storm, cover-

central valleys until the 8th and 9th.

- --Thompson Improving.

T. M. JONES.

Warmer weather will set in on the
loth, followed

made such progress that the family

by

general

rains

had time to save only some silver-

throughout the central and southern

ware and a few

sections, closing on the 11th and 12th

tioirrstmaircuRE

with winter electrical storms.

:••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••

Bliz-

zardous conditions will prevail in
the northwest and low barometer in
the south will probably briig a cud
den cold wave of marked intensity

Oakes Kidneys end Bladder Right
Highest amount of indebtedness
to New Providence in a few days- extending far into the south. From
id &ay stocsholder, person, comthe 16th to the 20th the weather will
ma,-or firm(including In the 1MClarksville Leaf-Chronicle.
of the company or firm the
be threatening and irregular.
ofthe individual member
-OF THEdirectly or indirectly, If
The storm period extending from
cuoll ebtedriess exceeds 2o per
*at of the capital stock actually
January 20 to 26 is one of the longest
.ald la and actual amount of sur..
•UI of the bank
00
AT THE CLOSE 0 BUSINESS
stopsthecough wadi healsZonate and most severe of the winter, beNight st amount of Indebtedness
of any director or officer, if the
ginning with rains and following
t of such indebtedness ex12o per cent of paid-up cepaRESOURCES.
quickly with destructive eleeta in
atook of bane. .
no
Loans and discounts
1307,781 /14
amount of indebtedness of
Overdrafts unsecured
282 0%
the northern sections and
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
person,company or firm, Wheavy
Due from National Banks 421,419 68
ing in the liability co the corn
ec
-01
,THEDue from State Banks and
snows
in the central valleys. Danor firm the liability of • he
Bankers
11,027 47
bloat members thereof, exDue from Trust Companies
14) 32,847 15
gerous blizzards are apt to arise in
011111d SO per cent, of Laid up topfBanking House and Dot.
10.009 011
light/10d actual surplus
No
OtherStocks and Bonds..
61,000 00
the northwest and bring intense cold
Anksuat of last dividend
1,30).00
Specie . . ..
$18.1197 id
Were all expense., losses, interCurrency
31,441 00 44,468 16
to ether sections. The cold will contan., deducted therefroui
Exchange for Clearlags
.. . .. 1,804 45 Hopkinsville, No.16 S. Main St.. Chrifitia
declaring dividend, and
county, Ky , at the close of Bustinue
until the 27th, -vhen the baron.WY not less than 10 per cent of
iness on the
4458,658 IV
RS profits of the bank for the
eter will fall on the 28th awl 29'11.
ipatiod covered by the dividend
aiiirried to the surplus fund before
Capital Stock paid in, In cash,
2100,000 00
The month will end with general
TRUST DEPARTMENT.
Surplus Fund
OW dividend was declared
22,000 00
. Yes
RESOURCES.
249 35
-- Undivided Profits
$318,070 15 Deposits subject to cheek
and clear,
Cash on hand
cold
$ 27,010 07 high ,barometer
(on which interest I.
Checks and other cash Items .
Mete of Kentucky
. 16,846
0
9 0u 94
weather.
not paid)
Due from banks, bankers, etc
County of Christian le
5,511.64270,961 6:1 Commercial and other paper owned 25.1,16248
John B. Trice, Cashier of Phan tees Bank & Due National Banks
loans upon call with collateral
'est Co. a hank located and doing business Due State Banks and
150
Bankers
45,584 77
Nc 16, S. Main Mt. In the city of HopkinsTime Loans on collateral
22
00 51,0411 31 Loans secured by Bonds
t5, in saki county, being duly swornuitayn Due Trust Commode..
Dividends
Unpaid
MOO
t the foregoing report Is In all respects a
and Mortgages.
4,000 00 Investment !Securities Owned,in
i statement of the condition of said bank Dividend No. 7f0 Chi§ day (4%)
eluding prenduins on same, viz:
lose of business on the SI day of Dec.,
SUPPLEMENTARY.
to the best of his knowledge and belief; Highest RII0011Ut of: indebtedness
Stocks, Bonds,etc., .8
00
Mortgages..
further ways that the business of said of any stockholder, person, com6,117 13 8,117 13
.k has been transacted at the location pany or firm (including in the lilaeal Estate, less incumbrances.
22,600 00
led and not elsewhere; and that the ability of the company or firm
Furniture and Fixtures
:7104,11i
258 7v
re report is made in compliance with an the liability of the individual
Overdrafts..
tel notice received from the Secretary 1 members thereof) directly or inAll id her assets not included in
THAN IT WAS IN THE
te, designating the .1)(lay of December directly, If such indebtuess exshove.
oo
.as the (lay on wi Ich Odd report shell ceeds 20 per cent of capital stock
Made.
actually paid in, and actual aYEAR 1903.
11313,070 15
Mount of surplus of the bank
lohn li Trice, cashier
None
LIABILITIES.
I. I. Lambs,director
Highest
of indebtedness
Capital
Stock
In
peel
3 50,000 00 1
F.L.W I lkinson,director of any director or officer, if aSurplus, Continge..t or Sinking
.1 F Garnett, director
mount of such indebtedness exFund
.... ..
..... .... 1,500 110
V. W • Dabney, director ceeds 10 per cent of paid up capiUndivided Profits.
. . . , .. 1,444 1.1
Subscribed and sworn to before me by J no tal stock of bank
Noise
o
Less current
The Final
nses and
Report Of the
8 Trice ‘0n the 2nd day of January, lika5
paid
amount of indebtedness of
exptas
Ira L Smith, N. P., C C. any person,company or firm InDeposits sub- ) ExcluHopki
nsville
My Coln mksion r'titres Feb 12,19°6
Tobacco
ject to check,'. sive of 1616918615;
thutting in the liability of the
DepoOts, spe- ;all Trust
company or firm, the liability of
11,917 86
Inspectors.
dials..
1 Funds. ------ 157,278 10
e individual members thereof,
DCA to Banks, Bankers,ete . .
I exceeds 80 per cent. of paid up
4,42449
Dividends unpaid
capital and actual surplus?
OF THE...
1,608044
No
Commercial and other paper, or
(Amount of last dividend
4,000 00
securities pledged for money
ereu
ta xlelsedeductedns
borrowed
00
and
beThe final report of the local tcbaeBills payable, 1, eluding Certififore declaring dividend, and,vios
cates of Deposit representing
ifirttil, CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON THE not less than 10 per cent of net
inoney borrowed .
. 82,70000 co inspectors for December shows the
profits of the bank for the period
Other liabilities not included un, covered by the dividend carried
market for 1904 to have been muterder either above heads
RESOURCES.
to the surplus fund before said
Trust funds on Deposit
11,917
dividend
ns and Discounts,
wise
declared? (See Sec$109.340 7I)
"
fatly
stronger than in 1903. Not only
rdrafts, 40CUr.d.
.. ...
sie w tion 59f1, Kentucky Stratutes)...Yes
Total ,
..... ....$31:1,670 15
erdrafts, unsecured.
.
445 MO
has
the
market shown more strength
from National Banks ELM 44
:438,51)19
from State Banks and
-In point of receipts but prices have
Amount
of
Trust.
Fund,
v17:
•
8,5014,02 82,115 76 STATE OF KENTUCKY,
Mortgages and Trust Deeds 181,19094
ng House and Lot,
ss:
..
6,000 txl
COUNTY OF
been stronger and steadier resulting
Other Investments
Real Estate
.. 17,8011 82
6,700 00
.1 E McPherson,CHRISTIAN'
Cashier of flank of Hop
(thins ested cash balance . 11,917 Se
Stocks and Bonds
.
82,140100 kinsville,a bank located and doing business
in correspondingly more sales. The
.. $ 0,2:11 01
at No.2 S. Main at., In the city of HopkinsTotal Trust Funds.
ey.
210,449 48
210,101 en 30,164 US agile in said county, being duly sworn, says
report, showing the comparative fignges for Clearings. .
6,011 97 that the foregoing report is in all respects a Liabilities upon bonds as surety,etc.. none
true statement of the condition of said Indemnity held for liability as surety, none uree in 1904 and 1906
is as follows:
Due
from
insolvent
Banks,
Bankers,
1418,0964) Bank,at the close of business on the 31st day
etc..
LIABIL1TIES.
I Dec., 1904, tel the best of Illbknowledge
00
Receipt for December 1904, 106 hhds,
Amount
of
suspended
debts
(includand
belief and further says that the busitat Stock paid in. in cash
.. 180.000 00
ing overdue loans, and protested
plus Fund
. 40,00001. ness of saLl oank has been transacted at the
against no receipt for same time in
paper). secured
agtvlded Pronto
6,150 94 location named,and not elsewhere;and that Amount of suspended de, ts (inolud- oo
i-Deposits subject to check..(on
the above report is made in compliance with
1908;
receipts for the year 1901, 14,890
ing
overdue
loans, and protested
an official notice received from the Secrewhich Interest is
paper), unsecurect
4 _
not paid
.$244,8"A 91 tary of State designating the 31st day of Principal of Mortgages and Judg- .00
Ws,against 11,860 tor same time in
Dec., 1904. to, the day on which such report
Due Serif:tanks
7,481.0
ments, upon which lest interest
shall be made.
DIG. stays hanks and
1903; sales for December 1904, 506
Is overdue six months
4,46.00
Ban klirs
J. E. MoPu zatiom, Cashier
:11,011030 Bois 15
Date when balances due depositors
Unpaid Dividend 740 49 this day
HENRY
C.
GANT,
Director.
8,00000
against 189 for same lime Ill
s
were last taken from Depositor's
E. S. ?STUART, Director.
Ledger.
. daily 1908; sale, for
,
W.T. Fowitia, Director.
the year 1904, 14 (HO
Amoun,
$413,986 Di
of
discrepancy,If any, with
Subscribed and sworn to before me by). E
General Ledger. . .
hest amouut of Indebtedness
.
none hhds, against
McPherson, the 2nd day of Jan. 1905.
10,000 hhds ilm 191.1:1;
Date when outstanding Certificates
any stockholder, person, coinJ. Y. BRADEN,
of Deposits and Cashier 5 Checks
or firm (including in the
Notary Public.
shipments for December 1904, 744
were
la.t
compared
ity of the company or firm
with
Ledger.
00
and for Christian County. Ky.
Amount of discrepancy, If any, with
itability of the individual
hhds, against 260 for same time in
total shown.
ben thereof) directly or 11.oo
Highest amount of Indebtedness
tir if such indebtedness al1903;
allipments for the year 1904 16,of
any stockholder, person,
ma'to per cent of capital stock
company or firm (including
ly paid in, and actual
418 Miele against 11,010 hlids for 1903;
In
the
liability
-OF
of
t of surplus of the bank
the
THE.
comNone
pany or firm the Held its, of
sest amount of I ,wlebtedness
stock on sale from 1904, 620 hhds,
the
I, dividual
director or officer, if such
mernb. re
thereof)directly or indirectly,
Mlebtedness exceeds 10 per cent
same for 1903 1,693 hlids; stock sold
If such indebtedness exceeds
f paid-up capital stock ot bank .None
10 per cent of the capitals ock
Does amount of indebtedness of
At ti
for 1904, 772 hhds, against 742 hhds in
actually paid in, and surplus
my person,company or firm inIn the State of Kentucky,
actually on hand
shading in the liability •.f use
.00
1903; total stock on hand from 1904.
Highest
amountof
wimpany or firm the liability ot
Indebtedness
---AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS
of any Jireetor or officer, If
he individuai members thereof,
1,392 hhds, against 2,435 hlide from
amount of such indebtedness exmcestd /10 per cent of pald-up cap.
eeel 10 per cent of paid-up °apt1.51 and actual surplus?
No
1908.
Lel stock of bank
Amount of last dividend . .,
Ax.)
5,000.00
ASSETS.
Does amount of indebtedness of
Were all expenses, losses, interThis shows a most gratifying inany
person,
14 and taxes deducted therefrom
Loans and Discounts
$176,628 99 cluding in company or firm inthe liability of the
store declaring dividend, and
Overdrafts
crease in every item of the report
3,267.08 company or firm the liability of
snot less than per cent of net
the individual members thereof,
U. S. Bonds to Secure CirMite of the bank for the period
and also shows the stock to have
exceed
per ent of paid-up capwered by the dividend carried
culation
60,000.00 ital and20actual
surplus.
surplus
fund
She
before said
No
County
and
municipal
been sold out cleaner by about 1,000
STATIC OF KENTUCKY,
Mond was declared.
Yes
bonds
COUNTY Ow CHRISTIAN, 88
MI OF KENTUCKY,
'
31 960 00
MS:
John
B.
Trice,
cashier
of Planters Bank & hogsheads for 1904 than for 1908. It is
COUNTY OF CH RITIA?t,
Banking House
19,000.00 Trust Co„ a Trust
Company located and do..T. Tandy,Cashier of City ilank, a bank Furniture and
Fixtures
3010.00 ing business at 16 S. Main St., in the City of confidently expected that this year's
Mod and doing business at N). 2, N.Main
Hopkinsville in said county, being duly
City of Hopkinsville in said county,be- Cash,Cash Items and Sight
sworn,saysthat the foregoing report is In report will show as large if not even
duly sworn, says that the
Exchange
fore.
79,298.66 all respects
a true statement of the condireport is in all respects a true
tion of said Trust,company at the close of larger, increase
last year as is
lent of the conditions of the said
$363,074.73 business on the 31st day of Dec., 1904, to
at the close of business on the 31st
the I•est of his knowledge and belief; and shown by the above figures.
D.c . 1901, to the best of his knowLIABILITIES
farther says that the boldness of said Trust
md belief; and further says that the
Company has been transacted at t be locai of said Bank has been transacted Capital Stock
$ 60,000.00 tion named
and not elsewhere; and that
(cation named, and not elsewhere; Surplus
10,000.00 report Is made in compliance with an offithe stoat, report Is made In coin.
Circulating
Mel
notice
notes
received
from the Secretary of
60,000.00
13th an official notice received from
state
tory of State designating the 31st Set Aside to pay Taxes
382.76 1901, asdesignating the 81st day of Dec.,
the day on which such report shall
ec., IWO, as the day on which such Individual Deposits (on
be made.
all be made
which no interest is paid 230,245.92
JOHN B.TRICE, Cashier
W. T. TANDY,Cashier.
For Infante and Children.
J. F. GARNETT. Dir ctor
Due Banks and Bankers
E. B. LONG, Director.
19,724 05
J. 1, LANCES,DireOtA3r,
C. A. rHOMPEON, Directoi Dividends Unpaid
772.00
F. L. Witeirotox, Director
W. W.(1141RNIITT, Director
F W Moossy. Director
2,000.00
d and sworn to before me by W. Dividend this day (4%).
Subset ibed and sworn to before me by John
7rahler,on the 2nd day of Jany
B. Trice on the 2d day of Jan'', 1906.
Bears the
JAS. A. Uwe. Jr.
$863,074.73
Ira L.Smith, Notary Public,C. Co.
11. 16.d.
Signature of
MY commission expires Feb. 12, 1906.
THOS. W. LONG,Cashier.
woe expires January It, MIL

QUARTERLY REPORT

START THE NW YEAR RIGHT
v SMOKING

PICCADILLY 5c CIGARS.

Bank of Hopkinsville FOLEYSIIONIPITAR

SURE *0 PLEASE

December 31st, 1904.

ARCHIE HIGGINS, Mfr.

:=13

Planters Bank and Trust
Company,

NO. 3,

MAIN STREET.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•.
•

:21r

31st Dity of December, 1904

•

Furniture

Polish

MARKET STRONGER

amount

•
•
•
•
•
•

r

f31st Day of December, 1904

•
:

a polish with a NATURAL WOOD OIL
base, we recommend as being the nearest perfect polish. A trial bottle for the
asking. Money bad( if not pleased.

•
•
•
•
•

tee,
therefromnteres

•
•
•

•

This important ite in preserving the
finish on your furn ture is not given the
attention your furn ture deserves. Most
people think that a y old thing will do
for polish-someti es a costly mistake.
Beware of the "So e of ourown makekind, usually three- ou rths gasoline.

r

CITY BANK,

•

ing the country and lasting in the

road man.

More favorable reporte have been
valuable heirlooms. received
from Harry Thompson, who
lite furniture was consumed with
was shot last Thursday near Garthe house. The total loss ;amounts
bier's checks outstanding
rettsburg, Ky., by Charles Hester.
-- 644 69
about $4,000 with $3,000 insurance
re-discounted
82,700 00 to
Spaiddividends
Thompson is not woundei as serious105 00 on the residence and contentx.
due and unpaid
00
lot stock not paid.
00
ly as at first thought and he will
end No.55 this day
1,60e 00
probably recover. He will be brought
SUPPLEMENTARY.

QUARTERLY REPORT

4

R. Hicks, open up with storms in

Atlantic
arrived in the city today and entered

Sunday

January
In

of friends who will regret his derart-

to sell goods a :CHEAP as you
can getithem at any cut price
sales and we have a large and
beautifu stock f Dress Goods,

Storm.

and will remove from the city. Mr.

family from tic is city to the farm on
made

Month Comes In Smiling
But Will Depart In a

companies, has resigned his position

ceps.
last Saturday, having

• We pilararitee

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Keach Furniture Co.,n
I
•
•40-1
•
•
S
•

Supplementary.

9th Street.

:•••••••••••••••••••••••••0•••41
^

In

Condensed Statement

p

First National Bank,
opkinsville,

December 31st, 1904.

over

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have Always Bought

41

VOW'
efiffilleffir

609a
"
ail)1313: :

ap•010
.

•

Aiktr
A Word to the

t

Business
M4n

4's

Before you buy yout Blank Books look
over our line and if we have what you
want, would be gl d to do business
with you.

Our Y. and E. Filing Cabinet
Is worth your while to investigate. It
is a time saver.

Hopper & Michas
***,lett€E46*tr
,wwwwv taw womele

41MilliMatosooloroim

AX SUPERVISORS IMPORTANT EVENTS

..wasillikortor"01111011111,

(4:roPmEMR.SndrsAualilysto

GETS OUT ON BOND

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Lawrence, of
'Cadiz, were in the city today.

•
•

Miss Edna Frankel has returned H ESTER
RELEASED
BY •
LL CANVASS BOOKS OF OF THE YEAR WHICH HAS
from a visit to Mrs, Joe Weil in Pen- '
JUDGE FOWLER.
JUST CLOSED.
THE ASSESSOR.
sacola, Fla.

(From Monday's Daily.)
The Christian county board of tax
ipervisors met this morning in the
!flee of the county assessor for the
urpose of examining his booka_with

Mr. Will Summers will return to ;
Russellville tonight to reenter BethEach Month Had Its Occur- el college.
Mr. Charles McPherson left thie
rence Of Extraordinary
morning for ; Lexington where be
Interest.
will resume his etudies in State College.

view to equalizing the tax lists of
JANUARY — Panama republic
)roperty owners.
The board is composed of the fol- adopts a constitution.
lowing citizenst B. J. Matthews, G.
FEBRUARY—Great Russian•JapL. Campbell, H. C. Walden, J. W.
war began with an attack by
anese
AnderWilkins, E. E. Clark, A. H.
the Japanese upon the Russian fleet
Rowland.
William
son,
at Port Arthur, and the landing of
The board will remain in session
troops in Korea.
Japanese
ten days, and then adjourn for five
notices
will
days during which time
MARCH—In the trial of United
will be sent out to all persons whose
Senator Reed Smoot many
States
tax lists have been altered. The asMormons admitted that
prominent
sessor's books will be thoroughly
polygamy
is
Still practiced in Utah.
canvassed anti the board will increase
or lower the valuation of property if
the supervisors briieve eny mistake
has been made in listing property.
At the final session, which lasts five
days, the board will hear complaints
and grievances front those property
owners whose taxes have been increased. Everyore will be given a
courteous and fair hearing.

airy Thompson, Who Was 1
4
Wounded, Will Prob-

Playing

ably Recover

It

41
Ms. James Fot bee has rt signed his
position as bookkeeper with the
Charles Heater, who shot Harry 4
Forbes Manufacturing Company and Thompson last Thursday afternoon•
will reenter State Cellege. Mr. Fred in a corn
field near Garrettsburg,
Jackson, of Springfield, Tend:, sucvoluntarily surrer.dered to the proper
ceeds him as bookkeeper.
autherities. He was talsen before
Miss Katie McDaniel is tick at her
County Judge Fowler, who, after
nome. She hopes to be at her office
hearing the circumstances, released
in a few days.
Hester on $100 bond to await the acMr. J. B. Nance, of Frankfort, who
has been visiting his father in South tion of the grand jury. Thompson

[;
• t
••
;
• 1
•

Chrtstiadi will return home today.

Cards,
0!ce,

was shot once in the thigh, and sev-

Miss Bernice Rickman has return- eral shot passed through his hat.
ed home after a visit to Prof. L. Mc- He will probably recover. The men
Cartney'e family in Henderson.
had a dispute over the division of a

•

•
•
•
•
•

Mrs. Luther Graham and Mr. and corn crop, and it is said that ThompAPRIL—The Louisiana Purchase Mrs. Morton Adcock, of Paducah, son advanced an Hester with a shotexposition was formally opened at are visiting friends at Pembroke.
gun and pistol.
Miss Nell Cayce has retureed
St. Louis.
-from a visit to Miss Jessica McCartSickening Shivering Fits
ney In Henderson.
of Ague and Malaria, can be relieved
MAY—Iota Perdicaris, a wealthy
Mr. Clarence Claypool and family, and cured with Electric Bitters.
native American citizon, and Cromof Hopkinsville, came here this sfeek This is a pure, tonic medicine; of eswell Varley, his English stepson,
to reside. He has been stationed pecial benefit in malaria, for it exbanwere kidnapped by Moroccan
here as special agent for the Fidelity erts a true curative influenze on the
dits and United States South Atlan- Mutual Insurance Company.—Padu- disease, driving it entirely out of the
system. It is much to be preferred
cab Register.
tic squadron was sent to Tangier.
to Quinine, having none of this
Miss Dorothy Adams has returned
•103 S Main St
JUNE — Steamer thin. Slocum from a visit to Mr. J. W. Ander- drug's bad after-effects. E. S. Munday, of Henrietta, Texas.. writes:
burned in East river, New York,and son's family in Olarksville.
"My brother was very low with
1031 Sunday school excursionists lost
Mr. A. i'erry Newman spent yes- malarial ft,ver and jaundice, till be 1111M111171111111111111■1111111=111111111111k
their lives.
day in the city.
took Electric Bitters, which saved
Miss Annie Boone, of Clarksville, his life. At L. L. Elgin and Ray &
JULY—M. Von Plebve, Russian is the guest of Miss Mary Fogartie. Fowler's drug stores; price 50c, gustHouse Work is
an teed
minister of the interior, was assegai
Mr. Thos. Fuqua, who has come
nated in St. Petersburg by the ex- home from Hopkinsville, entertained a number of his gentlemen
plosion of a bomb under his carriage. friends at his home on Grifflih avenue last evening.—Owensboro InAUGUST—One hundred and six quirer.
Miss Halite Collins is visiting Miss
persons killed in wreck of a Rio
Nina Thomas in Clarksville.
Grande passenger train near Pueblo,
Miss Virginia Gerhart is in ClarkeCol.
ville.

Poker
Chips

•

Between the ages of fifteen and
forty-five, the time when womanhood begins and motherhood ends, it
is estimated that the aggregate term
of woman's suffering is ten years.
Ten years out of thirty! One third of
the best part of a woman's life sacrificed! Think of the enormous loss
of time! But time is not all that is
lost. Those years of suffering steal
the bloom from the cheeks, the
brightness from the eyes, the fairness from the form. They write their
record in many a crease and wrinkle.
What a boon then to woman, is Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It
promotes perfect regularity, dries up
debilitating drains, heals ulceratien,
cures female weakness, and establishes the delicate womanly organs
SEPTEMBER — Battle of Liaovigorous and permanent health. No
Yang
ended in defeat of the Russians,
other medicine can do for woman
what Is done by Dr. Piarce'e Favor- after raging nine days.
ite Prescription.
OCTOBER— Russian Baltic fleet
fired on fleet of 40 English fishing

FROM EAR TO EAR

E RACKE1

•nail be found at The Racket
Joe P. P'Po.31, Mgr

Hard Work without GOLD Me

All the Latest Improved

Mr. Pulliam Smith is in Paducah
visiting his uncle, Dr. Pulliam.
Mr. John C. Latham,of New York,
is in the city.
Miss Duress Dinneen has returned
home after a visit to Miss Louise
Thompson,in Clarksville.

jPisiols and Shot Guns:
Hammer

boats.

Greatly In Demand.

Nothing is more in demand than a
NOVEMBER—President Roosemedicine which meets modern te- -31a
velt elected by tremondous majority,
quiretnen:s fsr a blood and system
—or THROAT OF STRANGER carrying every northern and western cleanser, such as Dr. King's New he
1-1/.•
state.
Life Pills. They are just what you
WAS CUT
need to cure stomach and liver trouDEC EMBE R—The great Chad- bles. Try them. At L. L. Elgin and
Ray & Fowler's drug stores, 25c.
wick financial bubble was pricked.
(Special to New Era)
guaranteed.
HUNTINGDON,'Seen , Jan. 2 —
Cured Lumbago.
It now deve;opm that the wan who
A. B. Ca-iman. Chicago, writes
was found dead under It haystack March 4, 1903: "Having been troubnear Mayfield. Kv., was not R. W. led with lumbago at different times
Lyon, of Fury( ar, as was at first sup- and tried one physician after another;
then different ointments and linaposed. Mr. Lyon was at home after
mews, gave it up altogether. So I:
the fiedieg of the body and :denies tried once more, and got a bottle of'351 LICENSES WERE ISemphatically that it was he. It is Ballard'e Snow Linament, which
SUED IN 1904.
now believed that the man was unor- gave me almost itietant relief. I
recommend it, and
dered, as his throat was cut from ear can cherrfully
will add my name to your list of
to ear. and Le is believed to be a naDeputy County Clerk John P.
former sufferers." 250, 60e and $1.
tive of Christian county, Ky.
Sold by Ray & Fowler.
Prowse, Jr., has compiled a compar-reeet•
ative list showing the number of
as ii•es the work Cunte I.
How's This?
Fw. ‘1:1.4.r-1 only got $25 for that marriage licenses issued in this counWe Afer one hundred dollars N - poedote
ty for the last four years. The record
ward for aey case of caterrli that
I
you didn't put nive'l.
for
1904 shows that for the first time
cc.not he cured by LIaf.Sauter, h work on It.
ie,sabee—WhatlI gnome you never In the history of the county the numaim Inv tryIng to sell it.—Plilludelphis ber tit white peoples married is grouter
F. J,
Y &(11„ Toledo, 0.
than the °tubule!, the majority lit fa.
We, the undwrolitneul, hays known Ledger.
eel' of the whIluis baling iiintittieti. The
V. J. Cheney fur thu last lift, en
list elliowe thet the 'argent number
priers, sod bailey.. hint 1i-fleetly lion - Pleasant and Most Effective
wore 'issued in 1110:4, While
T, .1, Chatnheni, Ed. Vindicator, of
unable in all bust us
transactIone
Tho figiurie aro as
190,1 Is 11P1.4111i1.
and flineocially able to carry out any Lihertt , Texan, writes Doc. 26, 11102:
"With pleasure anti tinstilleited by
ehlietationa made by his firm.
Iter:
19113
111U1
1904
you, 1 beer temtimony to the curative
& Ma-viii,
'100
ll'tA
l$4
151
Syrup, Whitem
power
of
liallard'm
Horelitowel
Wholeiale itrugglate,
O.
1711
Ida
1142
I have 'teed It in my family slid owl
Hall's I etiturli Cure Is taken
-the moo
'settee directly upon the blood 018.011111y ellIrin it is the
'Fidel
'dila
4014
effeetive
NMI ploW1111114,11t, 1411110(1y fir
aud
surfaces of the system.
voughe arid colde I lniive ever trail
Testlinoniale sent free. Price 75 cents
A C rim Tragedy
50c, $1, Sold by Ray & Fowler.
25c,
per bottle. Sold by all drugglete.
la daily enacted, in thousands o/
Take Hall's Faintly l'ills fur conhomes, as Death claims, In each one,
stipation.
another victim of Consumption or
what ylu eat.
reels t-losee.
Pneumonia. But when Coughs and
Jasear -Toting Se-it:shy 1, a enough.
-Colds are properly treated,the trageIc'ht doesn't he keep out ef bus!nees
dy is averted. F. G. Huntley, of
and give others e chitece?
Imperfect Digestion
Juti,ptippe- But It Is by ,;oun.: into Means less notritimi and in cove- Oaklandon, Ind., writes: "My wife
had the consumption, and three docbneineem that rich young men ille him
less vitality. Ween the liver
tors gave her up. Finally she took
give coati young men a eidince to
blood
bebile,
the
secrete
to
falls
nate tuotiey.-.Lite.
Dr. K lug's New Discovery for Concomes loaded with billour preqierthis,
wumption, Ccughs and Colds, which
the digestion 'weenies Impaired and
cured her, and to-day she is well and 11p
Spoiled Her Beauty.
Heroine
the bowel. tionotIpatiel,
Harriet Howard,of 209 W.34th St., will rectify this; it gives tone to the strong." It kills the germs of all i
dillelIlleit. ()lie dose relieves, Guariw y,,re, at otie
or stomitch, liver and k Riney's,strengthhad
anteed et roc and CA)by L. L, Elgin ,
appetite,
clears
and
ens
the
improves
'Lily spoiled with skirl trouble,
and Ray & Fewier, druggists. Trial
the complexion, infuses new life and
is writer
I mad Salt Rheum or
bottle free,
vigor to the whole system. 50 cents
exams for years, but nothing would a bottle. Sold by Ray & Fowler.
ire it, until I used Hucklen'e Arnica
CL.11111'11 Co NI.SC A.
sive." A quick and sure healer for
The Mod You Here Alm Bought
Bean the
de burns and sores. 26c at L. L.
Bloats:*
and Hay & Fowler's drug
Utt,
e One.
of
s.
.4.

the
Hammer

4

COUNTY MililiINES

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digest.

qtrittv• Early Risers
red

ekseses.

Absolutely Safe
Accidental Discharge
Impossible

We would also call your attention to our
Large Stock of

RANGES, HEATING •
and COOK STOVES
THE GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE praised by over six hundred users in Christian county. The Reliance, Never Break, Delmar and several other of cheaper makes. The old ,
•eliable
ESTATE OAK heater, Moore's Air Tight, Moore's Oak, Round
Oak. Wonder Oak, Vulcan Jewel and many others too numerous mc
to mention. All of these stoves are not the BEST, but SOME of isac
them are, and if you will call and see us we will point out the
best ones for you. We have no big snake or elephant on exhibition but unsurpassed bargains in above lin,es.
•

Call and see us.

orbcs Manufg. Col

&AAWNYVAPANYAMM WAPAMPAWARMW,W

"•••111•11.1."
.
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MOT-IMZ, AND CHILD
Scott's Emulsion is cod
liver oil made almost as
palatable as milk. It is easy
and soothing to the weak
ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING ,tomach; it checks the ten- NEEDED FOR COLORED
LUNATICS OF STATE.
dencies of children toward
HELD AT GU THRIE.
thinne7s.
Scot's Emulsion gives
,trength
to weak mothers be- Surplus From Other InstituBig Warehouse Will be Built
healthy flesh
cause
it
creates
tions Uniorded on WestFor Use Of Asvoclaand new blood.
ern Kentucky Asylum.
Von.
Nursing mothers will find
a special value in Scott's
Emulsion because it insures
The next Legislature will be con(Special to New Era)
a floW of rich, nourishing frootcd with a situation that will deGU THRIE, Ky., Dec. 31.—At a milk for the baby. More and
mand prompt action. The three inrally meeting of the business men of better
than a medicine; sane asylums of the State are inadeGuthrie and progressive farmers of Scott's Emulsion is a food.
quate to care for the rapidly increas-

MORE FACILITIES

I WILL BUY HUI OF FARMERS
,

LIVE MEMBER"HIP IN THE TABINN LIBRARY
This grand offer is made
this station only, and will
e January 1st.
If you like to read you
't afford to miss it. Any
r time you will pay $5.00
the same privileges.
ou can have this matter
d up at

Johnson&tes
The South Ken
tucky Building &
Loan Association
will help you on
easy monthly payments.
If you want to
save money and be
getti_ig interest on
it all the time let
sell you some
stock as an investment.
• particulars address

me us

three counties adjoining, held nere,
steps were taken for the establishmen:, at once in this city of a large
storage and tobacco warehouse. The

We'll send you a sample tree upon revs,
'SCOTT & ROWS E. 4cl Pearl Street, New York

RACES IN SNAG.

cost of the proposed building is $5,rally
$2,500
at the
000, and
The following stake list for the
was subscribed and a committee apmeeting at Churchill Downs
spring
pointed to secure by subscription
has
been
issued. The entries will
the balance in shares of $10 each.
This new building will be erected at close Jan. 21. The following is the

some convenient place near the de- list.
The Kentucky Derby, for 3-yearpot, where planters of the dark disolds,
value $6 000; one mile and a
trict can store their tobacco after
prizing, pending satistactory prices. quarter.
Louisville Nursery Stakes, for 2.
The new structure, it is estimated,
year-olds,
value $6,000; four and a
will house 1,000 hogeheads.

idne
Backache
ALSO PURIFIES

curiug

vas.

Suffered for 10 Years with
Backache and Kidney Trouble
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 4, 1903.
Dr. M. M. Fenner, Fredonia, N. Y.
Dear Doctor :—I have suffered for the
past ten frears with backache and kidney.
trouble, and have tried a great many of
the most prominent physicians in Boston
and Omaha and all the patent medicines
I heard cif in hope of receiving relief.
Finaq seeing your ad. I purchased a
bottle of our Kidney and Ilnekache Cure
I wish ;ito thank you for the benefit
received for after using only two bottles
I am entirely cured, having no pain or
ache of alny kind. Sincerely Yours,
Miss Alice McDonald.
2954 1iiarney St.

wards of all the institutions are now
crowded. Especially, says the Uou
rier-Journal, is this true of the Central Asylum for the Insane at Lakeland.
A few days ago George Sanders, an
old negro, was adjudged insane. He
was returned to a cell in the county
jail 13i-cause there was no room in
the Laksland Asylum for him. He
died in jail, never reaching the asy-

nry C. Gant, Pres.
McPherson, Sec

Sold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. Get Gook Book and Treatise OR
the Kidneys—FREE.
M. M. Fenner, M. D., Fredonia, N. Y.
For Sale by R. C. HardwicK.

AVVWVONidifiAl

AS COMMISSIONER

KEEP WARM!

MT PREE

iikousekeepers
big COMPANY'S
tract of Beef

COCIBINED NECK and EAR MUFFLER
Protects the neck, ears and face. Warm, durable
and neat. Makes zero weath plealaut. A sure preventative for coughs, colds, pneumonia and consumption.

Book

• GUNS! GUNS! GUNS!
We have the largest line of guns of anyone In the
city—double and single barrel—also rifles. Ali drummers' samples which we are selling below cost and less
than what other merchants would have to pay the jobhers for the same gun. Call and 'bee the guns and get
prior's.
We carry a full line of Hlting Coats, Hunting
Mesta, Hunting Shoes (waterproof) Legging', Gun Cases,
in fact every thing a hunter needsi

n

trier Graves,

linsville Lime Works
wants to SELL you

LE, CINDERS,
ROCS and DIRT.
also BUY

FATALLY WOUNDED
1;

BY

WOOD and
nd-hand Barrels
NES—Home: Residence 1059;
Cumberland: Residence,

fessional Cards

'EDWARD S. LONG,

A CROPPER NEAR
CARRETTSBURC.

Harry Thompson was shot and
probably fatally wounded yesterday
afternoon near Garrettsburg, Ky., by
Charles Hester, says the Clarksville
Leaf-Chronicle. Mr.Thompson lives

ORNEY AT LAW.

on the D. Kendrick farm, and Hester was a share cropper. While

oved to Hopper building, nordividing corn the two men got into a
b and Main Sts.
dispute and Hester is said to have

held its first meeting here on October 19, 1826, and annual meetings un-

til 1897, with the exception of an inThere will be four eclipses during
terruption caused by the civil war,
the year 1905—two of the sun and
was revived today. Captain Samuel
two of the moon.
S. Brown, of Pittsburg, was elected
A partial eclipse of the moon will
president. Prominent breeders will
occur on the night of the 19th of Febserve as directors and compose the
ruary—invisible in North America.
executive board. The Western
An annular eclipse of the sun, InJockey club has awarded May 4 to
visible in the Unitei States, will
10 for spring meetings. It was detake place March 6th and 6th.
cided to have four stakes end six
There will be a partial eclipse of
races daily.
the moon August 14th, visible to the
greater part of the United States,
embracing Kentucky.

Notes AboutPeople

LONG & COOPER,
ERAL

:BAILEY WALLER

9

Licensed Embalmer and
runeral Director.
4,IWIth Waller dc Rogers, Furniture
Undertaking, Hopkinsville. Ky
patronage solicited. Calls
ptly answered day or night.

Hester has not been arrested.

COUSINS QUARREL

bright, who formerly resided here, is
calliopist with Gentry Bros. Show,
No. 1.

Gun Repairing al Specialty.
Bicycles
Cameras
daks
Sweaters
Striking Bags Fencing Foils
Foot Balls
Talking Machines
Boxing Gloves Exercisers
Striking Bag Platforms
Gymnasium Shoes

Eclipses In 1905.

A total eclipse of the sun, visible
as a partial eclipse only in Kentuc(From Saturday's Daily)
picked up a shotgun and fired at
Mr. J. R. Bayliss is visiting friends ky, will occur on the 30th day of AuThompson.
Both loads struck in Madisonville this week.
gust. In this section, the sun will
INSURANCE. Thompson in the stomach, arid it is
rise in a partial eclipse, which will
Miss
Ellen
Cayce
is
visiting
friends
with E. S. Long, attorney,
not thought he will recover. Thomp- In Louisville.
continue for one hour and eight minkiusville, Ky.
son formerly lived in New ProviErnest H. Albright is in the city utes.
dence, and is well known la this city. meeting his old friends, Mr. Al-

1411311ar Wood,

THE BLOOD.

Don't become discouraged. There is a cure for Lvou. If necessary writ,
B,has spent 1;fel
Just such cases as you're. All consultations

ing cases of insanity among the

lum. Noah Sanders, another colored
man, was adjudged insane Wednes-

All Dise'.
kidneys, hi
urinary erg:
Also cal,
disease, gra.
rheumatism,
female Iron!'

AND

colored population, as the colored

day and is now in jail. There is no
Hon. F. G. Ewing and many prom- half furlongs.
at the Lakeland AsyThe Kentucky Oaks, for 3-year-old place for him
inent home citizens took part in zlie
lum, as all the colored wards there
harmonious rally. The farmers of fillies, value $8,000; one mile and
are full. He will be forced to remain
this section are a solid phalanx one-sixteenth.
in jail until some arrangement Is
The Clark Handicap, for ;Lyearagainst the trusts and cementing
made to receive him at Lakeland.
value $1,500; one
isse.Pan% MVO their faith day by day. "Stand pat" olds and upward,
same crowded condition preOM fir Impotaws, Log is their motto.
mile and one-sixteenth.
MaRINNNI, Sorelast
4 ANLiS Retalsoms,
vails at the Eastern Asylum at LexepormosterrIN",
The Debutante Stakes, fur 4-yearDliiniet.
NiNroormws.Self.
ington and the Western Asylum at
Use if Nern•ry,4t. Will
fillies, value $1,000; four furlongs.
old
Vigor
We ism a STRONG.
Hopkinaville. Two years ago an
we Man. Priem gt.o0. d
The Bashford Maoor Stake, for 2dases. 45.00.
addition
was built to tile HopkinsMabee
'MON Proems
year-old colts and geldings, value
*NMI"
ville institution for colored patients,
$1,000; four and a half furlongs.
liErhabliatOle
bat on account of the fact that both
fele Wail Ave.
The Juvenile Stakes, selling, for
Iff."41USIL • Ma
the Eastern and Central Asylums
E. M.JONES TENDERS HIS 2-year-olds, valce $1,000; five fur- have been compelled to unload their
longs.
RESIGNATION.
surplus on the Hopkinsville Asylum,
The Frank Fehr Stakes, selling,
the capacity of the institution is alfor 8-year-olds and upward, value
ready taxed.
Mr. E. M. Jones has tendered his $1,000; one mile.
Dr. M. H.Yuman,superintendent
resignation as member of the board
The Blue Grass Stakes, for 3,yearof the Central Asylum, will soon
of commissioners of the Western olds, value $1,000; six and a half furissue his annual report, which will
billinj how to sreobre (WIN'S Kentucky Asylum for the Insane. longs.
and delicdous taboo.
show a total of 1,268 patients at the
Gov. Beckham accepted the resignaThe Louisville Steeplechase HandLIN* Co., P.O? Bel
institution, 172 of whom are colored.
tion and has appointed A. 0. Dority icap, for 8-year-olds and upward,
New York.
In his report Dr. Yeanian will recomto succeed him. Mr. Dority is a value $1,000; full course, about two
mend the erection of an addition to
prominent citizen and business man mile..
the colored wards. That the Legisof Pembroke,and is excellently quallature will be compelled to make air
RACING REVIVED.
ified for the positioc.
--OF— •
appropriation for the purpose is conLEXINGTON, Ky., Dec. 81.—The
certain.
sidered
Kentucky Racing Association, which

ENTAL
,XUAL wit*satelakm
y
LL

DR. FENNER'S

New Livery Stable.

All rigs are entirely new and up-todate.
Mrs. J. B. Garber and Miss Win. telephone,I Cumberland
6110
1540
"
Home..
Etta James, of Paducah, are guests
Layne
at
Co.
C.
H.
of Miss Yola Young, at Sunnybrook
East Ninth St.
farm.

E•M Moss&Co
Sixth Street.

Wor
Monuments ftt Cemetery
Lowest Pricesl
Tom stones Iron Fencing
Markerstir %%It Until further notice I can
be found at F A Yost & Co.. South';Main Street

4

CP bt LI i?il`CO.NNTICIL
W.e,•••••

WHITE'S CREAM
KKRtTyp
.

WORMS!

E
.

For 20 Years Mae Le Aallx..x ono ems es.
re•Plereel

JAMES

-

BALLARD, St. Louts.

Sold by Ray ta Yowler.

Hunter Wood Jr

letuntar Wood (111 Son ONE 18 DEAD AND THE

Miss Carrie Moore has arrived in
the city from Evansville and will be
OTHER DYING
Attys-at-Law.
in charge of the Niprthand depart'Office in Hopper Block upstairs
ment of the LocEyear's business
Bank.
WNW Planters
(From Saturday's Daily)
college, which opens Monday. Miss
at*KINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY
A telephone message to the New Moore has had considerable experiner'Special attention tc cases in
Era from Cadiz states that Claude ience in teaching shorthand and is
thoroughly qualified for the position.
Dixon shot and killed his cousin,
Mrs. H. E. Allen and Mrs. G L.
Matt Sumner yesterday at DonaldMitchell has returned from a visit to
11BALING
son creek. Dixon was frightfully cut
11 POE
Mr. J. It Marquise at Cerulan.
with a knife and may die.
Mr. John Decker, of Louisville, is
The young men, both being about
visiting in the city.
twenty-three years of age, were caMr. X. M. Cooper has returned
rousing at holiday festivities in the
t
from a visit to relatives in Texas.
VOL Contains no
neighborhood. A quarrel ensued,and
s drug.
weitiy absorbMr. Garland Jones will remove
Dixon shot at his cousin but missed
Odi elves Relief at
with his family to this city from his
Opens and
him. Sumner drew a knife and farm at Pee Dee within a few days.
lb. Nasal
leat. Allays Ingrappled with Dixon. As he rolled
ton. "foals %NU DIN
Mr. W. B. Wash, of Oklahoma, is
ad WS/tech" the membrane. Restores the
stabbed Dix- in the city.
Mee of Taste and Smelt. !dirge else roe on the ground, Sumner

TIAIN,i CATARRH

TARRti
II
ELY'S
EVE Wein

X
=

HEAD

'.r
aggists or by mall. Trial size lb cents
El V nitoTHE Its
50 Warren St., Now York

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
X
I " rdi

R
If
.
rew

1P511euto a:4;0.ns Tray
cutheil
Vtli
• 4
e.
irlejsu
see West =wpm

on several times. Finally the latter
succeeded in using his pistol and
shot Sumner twice through the body,
killing b n almost instantly. Dixon's iv ids are of such a nature that
sly not survive the day.
he w

MIT. W. A. Wilson and Mrs. W. S.
Cheatham went to Lafayette this
morning to spend a few days with
relatives.
Miss Ophelia ,Morgan, of Crofton,
is the guest of Mime Ethel Renshaw.

FOX'S BUSINESS COLLEGE'
Bootc)1T=ivzoiNTrimm=-1===.
Kock, Slionlinti 1,11 Typeultiug
Those who are interested and will send in their name before Dec. 30th,
will be entitled to one month tuition free, to Day Class, Night Class or Home
Study Course, in order to test the competency of the teachers and to ascertain
wheeher or not it would pay them to continue under the Inducement offered:by
the Employment Department.
Ten dollars after one month of experience and forty dollars after the
course has been completed.
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS: HiMPTON FO,
liont-„.;$1,2 6
cor. Main and Fifth Streets,

0•-

••••••=•111•1•/.

GIGANTIC SA

FOR MEN, BOIcai AND CEIL1DRE.Y. Save this and wait until
.,000 worth of new high grade clothing
Prices ill go below all previous rec.
men and boys, Shoes for the family,
or limits t this sale. Strictly one price
ten's Hats and furnishing Goods,Trunks,
the
into
distributed
be
to
Valises, etc.,
all. Ev ry article marked in plain fig
homes of the people at less than cost to 4338,000 Worth of Clothing. 5...hoes. Hats and Furnishings to Be
manufacture.
Sold at Less Than Cost to Manufacture.

Wednesday, Jan. 11th, at 9 a. Dl.

THE ENTIRE STOCK OF J. T. WALL & C
NO. I, MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

TEN DAYS'
TO BE SOLD INDAY,
111'H, 1905. No Mail Or

No Goods Sold Nor Reserved Until the Store Re-opens WEDNES

JANUARY

4.+4-+++++++$+4-++4-$++4+$44+-++•++44++++++++,$•t+••••

Men's Suits
Fine suit of
clothesA
to match

-

Ladies and Men's Shoes.

MAKE NO MISTAKE. LOOK FOR
THE BIG RED SIGN.

2 98
.98

I.

WING to backward season and disastrous weather conditions we find ourselves with an enormous stock of High Grade Tailor-made Clothing, Fine Furnishings, Shoes, Hats, etc., on hand
with the greater part of the season already past. We
have decided to distribute into the homes of the people in ten days our entire stock at less than cost of
•
raw materials.
We fully realize that to do this the sacrifice must
be great, no mincing, half hearted reductions, trying
to get our money back, but slashing so low we only
get a portion of it back.

O

Men's fine business suits, all
wool cassimeres,
tweeds and cheviots
worth $8 and $10, at
Men's elegant business and
dress suits, cufin latest styles
hand padded shoulders,lined
with best serge or
Italian go inIthis
sale at

98
Boy's Suits.
49c
79c

•

Boys two piece suits
ages 4 to 8, in neat,
dark patterns • •
Boy's stylish 2-piece
suits, ages 5 to 14,

•
•
•
•
-11LOSS BROS& C'
c
Fine Clothe.% Maker's
tya., yugE

N.V1, YOiry

Two lines of drummer's sam
worth 1.75, in 3 and 3 1-2
sizes only
A large assortment of 2.00
shoes at

9

Ladies fine dress shoes, 4.00
2.50 values at 1.79, 1.49 I
and
Ia
A splendid line of Childra
Oxfords, positively worth Ail
1.25 to 1.75, at • • • ------- .4*

EVERY PRICE SENSATIONAL.
A Tiiousand Surprises for You

Boys School Shoes, the 1.75 quality, at 90t
Other at 1.25 and 1.19.
culreihee or Boy's 'hoes to be of the very beat quklity in
market. We ‘11-continued Ioc4 priced boys shoes years eq•.. No where la
the catalogue of merchandise s the old saying ea true n.1 in Hoy's 741
irs are now about h%lf price.
"The hest is the cheapest."

J. T. Wall & Co. are the oldest, largest and best
known clothiers in this part of Kentucky, and upon
their reputation for square dealing the public may
rest assured that everything will be sold exactly as
advertised without misrepresentation or exaggeration

oy's 2.50 and $3 Fancy Suits, $1.29
Sale Opens Wednesday Jan. 11 at
MEN'S
9 a. m. and Lasts 10 Days Only

OVERCOATS08

The "Workingman" giflaranteed worth 1.25 at
A genuine Calf Shoe, ay style toe, worth $2, at
Men's dress shoes in al shapes and leathers, reduced
4.00, 3.50, and 2. 5 to $1.98, $1.59 and
and $8 shoe, small sizes only 1,
The Edwin Clapp

Men's shoes, ladies shoes, children's shoes, men's
suits, men's overcoats, men's pants, boys' suits, boys'
overcoats, youths' suits, youths' overcoats, youths'
pants, hats, caps, gloves, suspenders, sox, shirts and
underwear for men and boys, trunks, valises and suit
cases and hundreds of other articles for men and boys
all go, not a single article in the store reserved.

Men's all \\())l
long cut coats,
Worth up to $6 L
Men's new stylish coats with
and without belt,
Scotch cheviots Jf
We hereby agree to exchange or refund money
and plain colors,
on any unsatisfactory purchase at this sale.
Men's fine dress overcoats,
fine Kersey's, Beavers and •
_ fancy mixtures, odd and
- small lots of $20,•
,s &° $18, $15, $12 coats

Men's and Boys Furnishing
I-

now $8.98 down to

OALTIMORE

Young Men's Suits and Overcoats.

1200 Linen Collars, all st le
ic
and sizes
Two entire lines of Celluloid ColTYBURN
2c
lars, to elo-,e at
"National" brand of Rub(-•r Col
lars, sold the world ovir ;,t 25(
sale price........ • - • - ••13c
MO Ties, a half dollars worth
11
11
;
C
.2c
silk for.
SPACE I IN.
)
IN..
4
IN.BAcK
c'E,
FR ON ,- 2
øc
25c Bow Ties
_
ARROW
BPANP

9, 8

Fine Clothe.* Me.here
NEW 'roam

Ladies Shoes.

Men's Heavy Sweaters, wth 75c, 39c

Ages 14 to 20 years

2.48
3.48

A splendid assortment at
$7.00 and 1:100 Slits at •
Fine hand-made garments, very
latest cut and fabrics

J. T. Wall & Co. are preeminently THE Hatters of
HopKinsville. Not a poor,
trashy or second grade hat
in the entire stock, whichlis the largest and most complete
20
•
in this city. Here are hat opportunities in which prices
I
$
represent but one-fourth to!one-half real values:

n

Men's Macintoshes, wth $2 to $5,99c

Men's 65c to $1.25 Hats

J. T. WALL & CO. are ref ognized as the leading out- Men's 75c to $1.25 values
fitters in this part of Kentucky. They carry no cheap, 500 Hats of odd and small lots, worth $2.00 to 2.50
trashy or shoddy goods whatever. These prices
, .^ are made on dependable, first-class merchandise and never A regular line of 2.00 Hats (staple as gold)
' were nor can be duplicated without great loss.
Knox and Dunlap blocks, worth 2.50 to 3.50

j

1 MEN'S PANTS
I Fire ail we& cnireinnere,
nr ar dark patterns
Men's corr.uroys,
the $1.75 kind
ilden's best Jeans (lined)
worth $1 and $1.25
1000 pairs Boy's
Knee Pante
Arctic." worth
o
best flnaltty
•

1.11ilretie lilt

8.98 to 4.98

BOYS' OVERCOATS.
"Small and odd lots of
different styles and values • • •

MEN'S HATS.

Sweaters .
.39c Meir's heavy

$1 595.1k

39c

49c
69c
89c
1.39

.

2c

.39c

Childrens' 19e Unrierwes4r

e
egiL
B-.1 Bandriress.........3c Childrens' 75e Union Suits..., OW
Men's heavy fleeced lined Un- flair_
derwear, worth 60 and 75e UlifiB
et,'. 193 Suspendersc
Men's 60e heavy ribbed
Underwear..
Nlen's 25 Suspenders
Men's a!1 wool OA Domestic Raftted Re,1 Yarn Underwear worth4111c
Mei.'s extra I•envy 483 Suspen
$1.25 and $1 50 at
Broken lots in which shirts andig16;
Ws French import,d 7
drawers don't match at.......
Suspenders

8c
.15c
29c
Men's Dress Shirts
Viewtreil and other $1 and $
490
Shirts
29c
Meti's 65e Madres Shirts
Floy's Ion Madre. Shirts, wov
)16c
Still through
Men's 40c Old Hickory biu
18c
striped Shirts

Sale Positively Begins, Wednesday, Jan. 11, and Closes in 10 Days.

J wALL & co

1.19
89c No. 1, Main St.
69c
• •
10c
$1.60.
98c
LOOK FOR

.

SOX
Meti's ion Half
Hose
40 to
Muti's lie Half
60
Hose at
Meli'll 215e Half
H()hit at
Men's Finn Lise Hose worth
up to 76e at

8c

1k
I9c

MEN'S GLOVES
Jersey (withleather

HopkinsvilleKy

•

76c Heavy Driving
Gloves
$1 60 Horsehide or Indian
Tanned Back.
Men's Fine Undressed
Kids

THE BIG RED SIGN

Men's Dressed
Kids

18
39

a.

e

Notes AboutPeopl j

USE OF BISHOPS (Front
PROVES

Thursday's Daily)
Mr. Walter A. Radford, of Pembroke, hes gene to Houston, Texas,
te visit his &other, Mr. James A.
SELECTION OF I Radford.

1-4 DR. WOODCOCK.

Lewyer W. It. Howell returned
yesterday from Hopkinsville.—Pit(I ucah Register.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Miller, of Hop.
Will Be Consecrated In
kinoville, were In the city yesterday
Detroit On the 25th of
enroute twine from a visit to relatives in Hardinsburg, Ky.—HenderThis Month.

New Officers.

STINCINU REBUKE

Owing to the unavoidable abeetoce
of two of the offieers-eiect, the installation ceremonies of the Wooed
nien of the World, arra oged for
Tit PSINy night,WOoi postponed on ADMINISTERED BY PROF. t!1 Lief°. Tuesday niulit, Jan. 10. The
tiew eleizeist are as (11110Wi:
W. H. COUNCILL.
W. E. Wile-misfile council rum
mantles ; It. C. West, advisory lb
tenant; Harry O. Edwards, banker;
W. H. Elem. watt:Milan; W. E.
Campbell, sentry; Gaol ge Cunnee
Educator Phil May and J C. Willlems, maColored
Noted

.....

an audience of 1,200 of his race at
Memphis, one night this week, and
denounced "coon" songs as a psychological

harrier that

militatee

t
:
.,peove of the election, and he is now
WI but bishop of Kentucky.
It has been decided that the con;aeration services will be held in Sr.
tobn's church, Detroit, on January

dineere which were served.
Professor Councill said in part:
The people of this community are 'The 'coon' songs are against us,
very much aroused on account of the they make sentiment against us.
outbreak of smallpox. Three per- Make the young negro burn coon
sons were earned to the hospital last songs and gm; to the songs of our
5. For a while, some churcemen of Sunday. They were Messrs. Willie mothers and fathers. Teach them
"eciuisville, hoped that Dr. Wood-. Clark and Renzi) King and Miss Ber- about God. If 1 had the jawbone
ock would cheese to be consecrated nard King. We hope there will be used by Samson, I would drive out
A Louisville, but iot accoldance with no further spread if the disease.
the young loafing negro and make
Dr. 0. E. Wright and family visit- him go to work. Yes, I would step
;he custom that generally prevails
.111 such occasions, he preferred to ed Mr. J. W. Underwood's family crap shooting and would melte them
ye the rites performed in the ;ores- last week.
go to work. We want the young ne

Miss Lena Foster, (of South Chrise of the people with whom he has
f
.tn associated for the past four tian, who has been visiting relatives
rs.
here, returned home last Sunday.
Mr. Janies Rogers and family have
' . r. Woodcnck also atinounced Oat
iwill arrive in Louisville 1111 Feb- moved to Mr. Monroe Boyd farm
ry 1 to take charge ef this diocese. to live this year.
Mr. Clyses Goode, of Pembroke,
re will be many Kentucky Epis•
aliens in Detroit Oil jall un 1 y 25 to spent Christmas week with friends

t

gro to be industrious and honest.
"We must not try to get away
from ourselves. We do not want any
social equality. We don't want au3
mixing up at all. I love the wlete
man, God knows I do. I love him s,.

until J am always called a white
folks negro, but I love my race betin this community.
tilesti the consocretioa.
ter. I do not want to malice mysele
Mrs. Etta Vincent has been sick
Mit want to see MY people lifted up
Officers Installed.
for soinettuve
We hope she tna3
to a higher place in this country.
soon recover.
Eve!y negro should love his rare.
the new officers of ()reel Rivet
Mr. Walter Yancey and family, se
fhb cake-walking negro is a dielife, No. 64, I 0. 0. F., were inBluff Springs, spent Sunday with his
erece to the retie; he ie a monkey ;
Vied Monday night as follows:
father's family, Mr. J. G. Yancey.
he is the eItni Crow' negro; he is
'Roble (Iran& A. M. Colmat.; vie.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Gates visitee
the insulter of women. He furnish, s
relatives at Bluff Springs last week
he class who are lynched."
Ni more news afloat at present. I
finieh by wishing the most valuabio
New Era with its many readers a

s

eappy and prosperous New Year.
- —

Mrs. Lowery's Will.

sales and we have a large and
beautifu stock of ress Goods,
Cloaks and Furs 1 and Ladies
1
and Gentlemen's Underwear.

—01i I liF —

the bodies havieg power to dttap- reunions and excellent Christmas against the progress of the negro,

.

to sell goods as CHEAP as you
can getuthem at any cut price

Quarterly Report

Prof. William H. Council!, the
noted colored educator who lectured
last fall in Hopkinsville, addressed

NUM CASE.

(SPeciel to New Era.)
WINCHESTER, Jan. 5.—Attertoy A. Floyd Byrd occupied all oe

Farmers and
Merchants Bank
OF PF:af BROKE, KY., AT THE CLOSE OF
BUSINESS ON TH I.: 814 DAY OF

DReentiett, me:
RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts
$100,/4158 Rs
Overdrafts, unsecured
3,0.18 NI
Due from National Banks...14,061 47
Due from State Banks
10Th 11,072 2t1
BanaknIdngilh
ao
nn
k"
ser'
and lot .
8,500 tel
,3nacgyes..
,s
Mupoorrerteig
I,1514 irr '
2 729 2.
3,889 00 4,4A7 R7
l:xchange for clearings
.
37s eV
Other items carried as cash.
2525
Furniture and fixtures
...
1,10s 10
Total

00•04

We guarantee

ag' re.

Tells His Race Some
Obvious Truths.

son Gleaner.
Dr. A. H. Tunks has returned from
Word has been received from the Lawrenceburg, after a week's visit.
Bev. Charles Edward Woedceck that
Dogwood Doings.
the house of bishops of the Episcopal'
Church has consented to Ilia election
Christmas has passed with its
to the Moho; tic of the diocese i.f usual amount of merriment and
Kentucky. The election of Dr. pleasure but will be long rememberWoodcock has now passed both 01 ed on acceutit of the many family

11411••••••000,40000

• Call and;get our prices before
• you buy elsewhere.
•
•
•
T. M. JONES,
•

$130,206 42

•

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock paid in In cash.
120,000 00
Surplus fund
D
Deposits subject to Check(on which
Interest is not paid)
.
104(K
41
76
47
Due
'
,tate Banks and Bankers.
4til 9S
13111s rediscounted
.
80,000 00
Unpaid
7oo oo

•

sie),295 42

Total.

Supplementary.
Highest am.tunt of indebtedness of
any stock-holder. person,company or
tirm (inc(uding
toe liability of the
company or firm the liability of the
individual members thereof) directly
r hid reetly, If such Indebtedn,se exceeds 20 per cent of the capital stock
actual p 41d in. and actual amount of
the surplus of the tenk
Highest amount of any director .or one
officer, if amount of such Indebtedness
xceeds lo per cent of paid up capital
stock of bank
no
Does amount of Indebtedness of any
person. company or firm (including In
t e habllity of the company or firm .
the liability of the Individual members
tuereof] exceed thirty per eta of paid
up capital and surplus
.
.
No
Amolint of tact dividend
Were all in
-pens.,. lessee,
ter
l7eTtir
and taxes deducted therefrom before
declaring dividend
Yes
Wits not tell, than lo% of net profits of
batik for the period covered by the divblend carried to the surplus fund before said
lend wise declared.. ....No
STATIC or KitSTUCKY.
COUNTV oF CHRISTIAN, net
.1.
W. Cross, I ambler of the Farmers
and Merchants Bank, a bank located and
doing business in the town of Pembroke 111
said eounty, being duly sworn,says that tie
foregoing report is In all respects a true
statement of the condition of said Ban at
the close of business on the II day of Dec.,
ill '4, to the hest of his knowledge and belief;
and further says that the business of gala
bank has been transacted at the locati'm
and not elsewhere; and that the
above report is made in compliance with in
official notice received from the Secretary
of State designating [heal day of Dec.. 1001.
:is the day on which such report shall be
J. W C FUNS,
r.
ISAAC GARROTT. Director
.1. J (4
Rorr. Director
R. L. CHILTON, Director
subsCribed and sworn to twfore me by J. W
Cross the Rd day of J.I.
,tiary, 100.1.
H.
DI,r;'DIN, N,

t••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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TO BE OF VALUE MUST BE USEFUL.
eveiry day and is therefore the
A business education can he used
litindr4ds of graduates
best education obtainable.

in permanent

positions owe their success to a course in

-esLOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEG
We teach thoroughly and practically Book-keeping, Penmanship, B
Arithmetic, Spelling, Commercial Law, Coreespondence, Banking, Shortha
Typevvriting, and Actual Busiuess practice. Large Patronage—Cheap Board—
Reasonable Tuition. Write fur Cill.fliogue. Address

LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE,
EVANSVILLE. IND. on HOOKINSVILLE, KY.

•

W.....Fr
i iTE
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A27
ow,
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C
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Remetlies.
For 20 Years Has Led all Worm
riore.
Prepar

JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louie.
34-11.-1 by Kay CPI Fowler.

.111•111•IL.

Ths will of Mrs. Mary Ellis Loaf ery, wee probated yesterday in the veeterday in his argument for the
plaintiff before the jury in the Mareeunty court. The paper was dateo
suin damage trial. His speech was •
Nov. 28, 1904, and Was witnessed 133
scathin.t arraignment of the cis- •
Dr. James A. Young and Mrs. Olives
•
(enolants and was Iiistened to by a
lereathitt. The deceased left all her
•
strge crowd. The case will prebae_
•
property of every kind to her si-ter, ly be given to
the jury today.
0
\Ike Jimmie E'lis. without any rs s
•
•orvation whatever.

•..••004.4•409••••0•4440A0••••••••••••••••••••••
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THE WAR.

M COLEMAN.

•
•
•
,
(Special to New Era.)
•
eKEESPOR f, Pa ,Jan. 6 —Ti e •
bursting of a flywheel in the plant of •
the National Tuba Works comp:my,•
killed one man, caused distuage et •
$100,000 to the plant. and rendered •
•
81)0 men idle.
•
0
•

Mk FLYWHEEL

Nettle- Wend, H. L Hayden; secre(Cablegram).
tary. W.C Wright; treasurer, W.H.
r. PETERSBU RO, Jan. 6.—InFykos Jr.; Conductor. C. M. Hill;
Warden, L. W.eiethrie; 0.0., Ella ternal troubles may force the Rue,..Roper; 1.0 , J. R. F,-ricuanti; Chap- -lens (ii seek peace with Japan.
loin. E
; A. Roper; Trustee, long
TOKIO, Jan. 5.—Final ai rabgeterm,0 E Iticidite.
['lents for the surrender of the garr.---.0.•
Masonic Election.
-ein at Port .4 i tliur were completed
•
--- --today.
(Specie! to New Era.)
•
Forest I o lee, N ...Roe, A. F. & A. M
The Japat,ese flag is dying over
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 4.--hit •
at Beverly, has just elected the fol- the captured citadel of Port Arther. the Franklin Circuit Court the cases
•
lowing gentlemen to fill the several' the garrison and all the noncombat- against W. S. Taylor,* Charles FinsffIcee in the lodge during the pres- ties will march out of the city to- ley and others charged in the Goebel
ent year: S. S. Spicer, W. M.; I. I' 'le, • te t be village of Yahutweietear murder case were called on the crimDavis, S. W .; 0. W. Caudle, J. W.; the shores of Pigeon Ilay,from which inal docket of the court and continjohn W. Ford, treasurer; J. H. Dat- place the Russian 'fibers will be ued as usual. The case of E. E.
um), secretary; John T. Steger, S. traneported to Daley and thence to Hogg ahd others, bondsmen for'WilD.; U. W. Embrx, J. D.; S. D. Rid- t. sir hotness. The prisoners of war liam H. Cutter), the missing defendford, tiler.
will be detained in the Russian bar- ant and Commonwealth witness, was
—.mar •
racks in the village until they can called and passed. A strong effort

CASES CONTINUED.

•
•

CRINGE OFFICERS
— —

be transported to Dalny. There are
25,000 prisoners, it is said, of whom
20,000 are iil, and the fortress Is en-

Will Be Installed On Friday tirely without medical supplies.
Afternoon.
Gen. Negi has sent a formal reecort

•
•
•
•
•
will be made to secure the return of•
Culton, who is in hiding somewhere
in the west. The bond forfeited by•
his becoming a fugitive is ;10,000.•
•
The bondsmen were represented in

to Tokio saying that on the morning court by Attorney Ji. K Roberts, if
Tni lust/illation of the tie-,otheere of January 4 the actual
transfer of
of the Church Hill Orange will take war materials at Port Arthur was be- Beattyville.
:place tomorrow afternoon. The offi- gun
•
cers to be installed are as follows:
•

Allen Owen, Worthy Master.
R. H. McGaughey, Worthy Over-

BILLS WILL BE PAID.

(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan 5 —The
court of appeals handed down an
opinion today in reference to ti e

r.
J. B. Walker, Worthy Lecturer
Henry Boyd, Worthy Steward.
state fair held two years »leo at
Charles Pierce, Assistant Steward.
Owensboro. The court holds that
,itev. J. S. Pete, Chaplain.
the Owensboro guarantors must pay
J. M. Adams, Treasurer.
the $!1.000 deficit.
Deride Pierce, Oats Keeper.
Gosh
starner'e eVild Goose LiniMrs. Henry Boyd, Pomona
ment cues rheumatism and neuralMiss Mattie Compton, Flora.
gia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all
druggists.
. Mrs Wallace Boyd, Ceres.
deodwtf
jf[
tiins Edna Adams, Lady Assistant
(7.41.111140' 01;
---1.1C
ward.
9lis Mad You Has Ahra
Bars**
se Edith Williams, Librarian.
1411
.
4X.

.B. Candle, Purehasing Agent.

•
0
•
•
•
•
Pistol Fell and Bullet Killed•
•
a Pretty Widow.
•
(Special to New Era.)
•
LEXINGTON, Ky.,Jan.5.-1Aws
•
reached here this morning of the
deatn of Mrs. Nora Holbrook in•
Knott county Saturday eight, Mrs.•
Holbrook was a eeinely young widow•
•
Of twenty-three years, and attended

AT A WINCE

a dance at John Hall's house. A
pistol dropped from the pocket of
one of the young men,and exploding
a bullet struck her in the left breast,
killing her instantly,

•
•

LLK
U
IN LEISURE
fir

4
•
4

"I hose who have waited until
now to buy a cloak may
count themselves very lucky.
We have many fine garm=
ents left,

WORTH $15.00 TO $30.00
For the week we offer pick
of the entire stock of clocks

•
•
•

FOR $10.00—Everything Goes
including four very fine Broad=
tail velvet garments, worth $25
and $30. First comers get pick.

JHAndasonko

••••••••
•••••••••••••••4••
-
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"UBLISHIED:BY-

At Era Printing & Publishig Co

E';',ON II, FIRST QUARTER, INTERNATIONAL SERIES, JAN. 8.

akes shop. roads.

ad

It 1.00 A YEAR.
,oeived at the postollioe in- Boptinsvtile
Second-olass mail matter

Sold Everywhere.

COUR r DIRECTORY.

at a dinner last week,

"and George Washington was the
father of hiacountry, but, upon my
tired

of the

posing of

Boosevelt as the father of

The president is taking

a vacation

luring which he will spend.twice his
usual time in the White House gymThis is

nasium daily.

preparation for the New

no doubt

a

Year's daily

°Mom UOUBT-First Monday in June hand shaking.
d fourth Monday in February and Sep.
ber.
00UAT-Second Mondays
AERLY
RT
amaary, April, July and October.
April
PlUitOiL °DT/UT-First Tuesday in
C Dotober.
00URT-First Monday in every

T

onth.

"Tee sleeve," exclaims a fat-Mien
thing," forgetting

article, "is the

that what a man has up it is

The Lord had said to Moses, "1 will

really

raise them up a prophet from among
their brethren like unto thee, and will
put my words in His mouth" (Deut.
" we read, "Is now 'vile 18). He also said in Mal. iv, 5,
"St. Louis,
"Behold, 1 will send you Elijah the
bending all her energies to secure a

GU&
111tAdOuncements of Marriages and Deaths, fifty dollars for
of
Ina 'Xi:goading dye Linea, and notices
has corns.
ng pnblished gratis.
atttarv Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
Pl
'OdOlner similar notices,five cents per line

a pair of siioes slid

Out of two thousand visitors accommetiatod at Medl and Hall, Lon-

"Millionaire Househelds" is the
don, with free bed and board, 1,000
title of one of the beet selling books
were Americans. The United States
of the winter. Full instructions for
is getting even on her pauper immiSintainIng in proper and becoming
grant proposition.
fashion a millionaire household
und an every page and are eagery read by stenographers and salesrls on

their way

to work.

Let us never forget the reason why
this gespel was written, "That ye
wield believe that Jesus is the Christ,
the S,)11 of God, and that, believing, ye
wield have life through His moue"
,xx, 3m,. .1s we SOW ill last lesson, -In
Him was life." and it is always true,
lit Him Is life," and nawhere else Is
It
t t be found. "He that bath uot
„I, of God (whatever else he may .
a'' haat 110I life" (I John v, 121. lie .
Ilse is light and love, and nowhere else ,
areethese to be found but in Him. "du
thin ;done is redemption" (Acts iv, 12).
eToetim give all the prophets witness,
that through Ills name whosoever beileveth in HMI shall receive remission
of sins" (Acts x, 43). The prophet who
bears testimony in this Matson is John
the Baptist, of whom Jesus said,
"Among those that are born of women
there is not a greater prophet than
John the Baptist" (Luke vie tN). To
bear witness, testimony or record Is all
one. In verses 7, 8 and 15 of our lesson chapter the word is translated "wit''recitems:" in verses 19, 32, 34, It
in.chapter ill, 32, 33, It is "techi
ruouy." The important point hi that
the one to whom testimony is borne Is
"the Sou of God," "the word made
flesh," the ouly revealer of the Father.
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EXTRA SESSION.
(eepecial to New Era)
DOVER, Del., Dec. 30.-Members
of the Delaware legislature are as-

A newspaper writer interested hi
sembling for tile extra session which
'the welfare of us all declares that
meets tomorrow to amend the dethe ordinary siphon is poteetially
fective jadgment lien law. The party
more dangerous than the bomb
caucuses tonight are awaite:.t with
-Ithich killed von Phleve The KenconsiJerable interest, AS the result is
,
lucky way of taking it straight may
expected to 8110W which faction of
be the gitfest alter all.
the Republican party is to be in con-
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1.1`I

prophet before the coming of the great

The
the

and dreadful day of the Lord."

Jews, not seeming to recognize
prophet like unto Moses as their Messiah, Inquire

of

John

if

he

is

the

Christ or' Elijah or that prophet.

He

does not attempt by his superior knowledge to teach them nor to correct their
misapprehension,

but

meekly

insists

that he Is the voice of one crying in the
wilderness. "Make straight the way of
the Lord" (Isle xi, 3). Our Lord Jesus
testified of him that he was the one
spoken of in Mal. iii, 1, "Behold, lend
My messenger before thy face, wideli
shall prepare thy way before thee."
See Matt. xi, 10. He was only a messenger, the voice of another. The message was not.his OWIL but that Of the
one who gent him. Unless it is so with
the, levs ineissengers today they mu
in %IOU and speak in Vain.
When the messengers from the Pharisees asked him for his authority to
baptize he again referred them to Him
who sent him, saying, "There standeth
one among you whom ye know not,
whose shoe's hatchet I am not worthy
to unloose" (verse 271. To take off
one's shoe melon that the place trodden upon or the matter in hand was
not that or the person whose shoe was
removed, hut of a superior having power and wisdom to control, guide and
accomplish the busineee in hand. See
carefully Ex. lii. 5: Josh. 1. 3: v. 15:
ism. lob'. 13.
John was authorized
only to deliver his message, to do the
work appointed him and point people
to the one of whom he Was the herald.
The Lord Jesus Christ is the ouly one

trol It it not ,vet known whether
In the c itintries of Europe during
the two factions will meet in joint
each
100,000
per.
b99. 989 children to
,:aueus or whether the anti-Addicks
one were entertained in the mantelable or v,•orthy to accomplish that
men will eeucus by therneelvos and
which the Father sent Him to do (Itpv.
pl„holiday colouies, and given tin
allow the Addicks faction to do like- v, 1-T). The next day after the Pharihealthful outdoor life dursees had sent to him. John, seeing
wise.
g peid ranging from three days
Jesus, cried, "Behold the Lamb of God
which taketh away the sin of the
• as many months. This is a charworld" (verse 210.
y that appeals to every one and
The great questions are: How can In
ppears to have ad vetitages over the
be put away? How can sins be forFor Infants and Children.
given? How can a sinner be justified
Piing of evening gowns to the wash
before God? For until this great barlaud opera hats to the Ashman
rier is removed there can be no fellowcause it is Christmas.
ship between sinful man and a holy
Beare the
God We are living in days when from
Signature of
so celled orthodox pulpits the doctrine
"Herodotus was the father of hisof man's total depravity is scoffed at,
ry," said a erom ueut Washington
omen as Well as Men and consequently a Saviour to die in
the sinner's stead, suffering for our
Are Made Miserable by sins, is to such people wholly unnecessary. But the word of God, which Is

'nee}wr
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FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR
is a Household Favorite 4verywhere for

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Bronichitis, Pneumonia,
Grippe and all other Throat and Lung Troubles

1

It quickly stops coughing, tickling in throat, difficult breathing
and pain in the chest and lungs.

immediately relieves the spasms of Croup and Whooping
and effects a speedy cure.
2 ItCough

3
4
5
6

It contains no opiates or other poisOns and can be given with
safety to children and delicate persons.
It contains no harsh expectorants to Strain the lungs or astringents to dry the secretions and cauSe constipation.
It prevents Pneumonia and Consumption, strengthens the lungs
and cures LaGrippe and its after effects.
It will cure Consumption and AsthMa in the early stages and
give comfort and relief in the most hopeless cases.

It is pleasant to take and at once produces a soothing and
7 strengthening
effect on the lungs.
A Sows Cold For Throe Months.

A Chattanooga Druggist's Statement.

The following letter from A. J. Nusbaum, of Batesville, Ind., tells its own story: "I suffered for three
months with a severe cold. A druggist prepared me
some medicine, and a physician prescribed for me,
yet I did not improve. I then tried FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR, and eight doses cured me."

Robert J. Miller, proprietor of the Read House Drug
Store, of Chattanooga, Tenn., writes: "There is
more merit in FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR than in
any other cOugh syrup. The calls for it multiply wonderfully and we sell more of it than all other cough
srups combined."

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY

Sold by Cook & Higgins
e-ete

YouTake Quinine, 9111

It's 10 to I you do if
of malaria.

forever settled in heaven (I's. exia, 89),

WVOUT A
RIVAL
OR A PEER
IN THE CURE
OF DISEASE
Life P.4i1t
peerless
and alone as
the sovereign
the speedy and permastands

remedy for
nent cure
Rheumatism, Catarrh
and all disease of the blood.

or

Mles Mary Mummy. Utirichaellle, 0.,
says:
I had rheumatism. very piiinftd. limns
and Asa so badly swollen that I could not
Wear my Shoes. Tried various RTinedles
ton IllOuld Ket no relief until I was Induced to try Lite Plant. When I bad
taken one bottle the swelling and pain
were all gone and have not returned. 1
Illsel decidedly better eeery way. Cannot
Say too much for 1,11e Plant.
NO CURE NO PAY is out guarantee. It is the most certain cure for
diseases of the blood on the market.
If you feel badly why not take a

bottle, just the thing to tone up the
system.
Manufactured

bY

THE LIFEPLANT CO,
CANTON. OHIO.

el

••••••.••••

bottle.

Been the

The kind

1111 Ms CP 71.X .1s..
You Hare AlviayS Bougie

....131gue¼1ris
-

„

TIME
CARDI

-

HERBINE
and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousnees,
and all stomach,kidney and liver complaints.
Is purely vegetable

TRY

IT

TO-DAY.

30 Cents e. Bottle.

All Druggists.

Sold by flay (/), Fowler

Louisville
and Nashville
Railroad
TIME CARD.
Effective Aprill3th.

Effective SundayZApril
NO. 388, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkinsville
*44' '
tilt
Arrives Princeton.,
7:40 ltafF
"
Paducah
Cairo...
11:85r)

oasom

Arrives St. Louis
Arrives Chicago .

8.16 p

p

NO.884, DAILY
Leaves Hopkinsville
12:46 SO
Arrives Princeton
1:65 pm
"
Henderson.
8:00pan
"
Evansville
8:45pst
Leaves Princeton
2:06 pit
Arrives Louisville
700
Leaves Princeton
800 pat
Arrives Paducah
4'15 pay
Arrives Memphis.
11:00 pas
Arrives New °ileum
10:00

NO 840 DAILY
410pm
6.18 jut Leaves Hopkinaville
Arrives Princeton..
10:20 p m No 68 St Louis Fast Mail 6:40 arm
Leaves rrinceton
2.
No 93 Chicago and New
Arrives Louisville..
_7:50E1
Orleans Limited
540 a m
Orleans Limited
12:01 a re
2'85 a
No 66 Hopkinsville Accom. 8:46 p m No 65 Hopkineville Accom..8:40 a m Leaves Princeton
Arrives Memphis
.
Does nct stop
8100 ilk
"
New Orleans
715 pairNos 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as ' Erin No 341-daily
ar.HopkineviLe 9:40414/4.
and lot Louisville,Cincinnati and the east.
No 333 daily arrives " 8.60 pm
Nos. 53 and 56 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cu No 881 daily,
arrives " 10:25 pc ,
chiliad and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also connect F. W.
Harlow, D. P. A.,
Hilil and compelled 111m to say to for Memphis and way points.
Louisville,
Ky. Ag
E
t.
.
,C
H
.0
C
DO
kO.
N
iniv
No. 92 thus through te Chicago and will not carre passengers to pints
them, -Behold, your house is left unto
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
you desolate, for I say unto you ye
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustin F W Harlow
P A Louisville
shall bet see Me henceforth till ye shall
an.1 Tampa, Fla, Also Pullman sleepera to New Orleans. Connecta a, A J McDougall, D PA, New Orleans
say, Blessed is He that cometh in the Guthrie for points east and West.
A H Hanson,0 PA, Chicago.
"
name of the Lord" (Matt. ixIll, 3)1e39).
Jno A Scott, A 0 P A, Memphis
J, C. HOOE, Agt
Thet time will come-it even now draweth nigh-and they shall guy as they see
HIM coming in glory: "So this is our
pia tidy lesiehes man's utter sinfulness

Kidney trouble preys upon tae mind. d!:.
.nerages anti tessens ambition. ocauty, AC -,.
and cheetfuinces roe;
--erteezei J"..
,)
disappear when the kie
neys are ete et cede'
44 v... I., or
disease.;
Kidney treubit: eit
I
become so pre:mice
‘'N
that it is not uncorarm:
for a chili t„.. he e. e
'
k,== •)afflicted with weak hie
-tieeg
N r"- -neys. If the child ticr,
....... ales too
often, if 11;
rifle scalds the flesh or if, when the ceil
.e.iehes an age when it should be able e
ent,o' the passage, 11 13 yet atflic'ed
et-eetting, eepend upon it. 'he caute :
-..s. difilcuey is kidney trottb% ene the fie
;tee should be towards .he treatment )
these important organs. This unpleatme
'reeble is due to a diseased condition of lit,
ti eieys and bladder and not to e hat", e
-no t people suppose.
Wemsn as well as men are made re;
.relee with kidney and bladder trouble
and both need the same great remee)
The mild and the _immediate effect
Swamp.Root is soon realizta. It is se.
,...,
ey druggists, in fifty:tent and one dear
;lees. You may have a
;ample bottle by 'feed
free, also pamphlet tell- Homo of desnii. lie,
tng all about it, including many of it):
thousands of testimonial letters reeeiyec
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
e. Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., be sure ant
tricnvon this Dance.
Don't niake any [mistake, but to
member the 'tattle, Swamp-Root, Dr
Kil=r.
.'a Swamp-Root, and the address, Ringhampton, N. Y., on every

0,s.frk,Pt.

Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
'ss, '11 admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almost deadly after effect's.

The Kind You Hare Always Bought

Kidney Trouble

you are a v;ctim

Illinois
Central.
Railroad:

the necessity of a sheens man to
die in the
stead (Rom. lit and
V and all Seripturee Ile whom John
points out H the Lamb of God, without blemish and without spot, whose
precious blood Mom can take away sin
(I„Pet. I, 19),
That He should be made manifest to
Israel, John bare witness of Him (verse
31), but Israel would not have Him.
They despised and rejected and killed
and

Ood.

We have

waited tot Him

his elect church, His body, may
out of all

nations and

be

xv, 14, 18).

one need lack the power to

witness

tor Ile

No 61 St Louis Express
.

Tennessee Central R R
TIME TABLE.

BAN
Capital Paid In.
Surplus

Effective Sunday June 5th.
TRAIN NO. 1.

$100.000.00
. 30.000.00

the

time of His kingdom come (Acts 1, ,8;
No

SOUTH.'t

59.41 am

and

save us" (Isti. xis', 9). Meanwhile all who truly receive Him, trust
Mg only in His precious blood to save
thein, end thus become children of God
I verse 12), are commissioned to be His
witnesses, in the power of the Holy
Sprit, to the ends Of the earth, that
He will

gathered

NORTH.
No 62 St Louis Express
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail.
No 92 Chicago and New

be His

who redeems us by

the same who baptlzeth
with tee Holy Ghost (verse 331, and
our Father in heaven, who gave,Him
for us, will, with Him also, freely. gise
Mt all things Mon. viti, 32; Luke xi,
13). Let it therefore be our 'ivtiele

Honry C. Gant,
J. E McPherson,
H L McPherson,

-

.
-

President
Cashier
Asst. Cashier

Ills blood is

hearted desire to manifest Hisleo In
these mortal bodies (II Cor. Iv, 10, 111
and thus proclaim to others that to us
Lie

is incised the Son of

NA•solicit the azmounts of Firms, Corporations and Individ
uals, promising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and every
accinriniodation, consistent with conservative banking.
It contemplating opening an account, or making any change
In existing relations, would be glad to correspond with you.

Lv. Hopkinsville

Pass-nger-DaillY.
II•16 am

Ar. Clarksville.
Ar. Ashland City
Ar. Nashville

8.16 am

T'19 am

9•16 am
TRAIN NO 8. Daily-Passenger,
Lv. Hopkinsville
4.80 p m
Ar. Clarksville
518 pm
Ar. Ashland City
616 p
Ar. Nashville.
7.80 p m'
TRAINS ARRIVE At Hopkinsville
No, 4-Daily
12:01 p. M
No. 2-Daily
985 p. ra
Mixed Trains, Daily except Sunday
No. 96, arrives Hopkinsville 2:00 pit

p

No 95, leaves Hopkinsville 8:00
L
E. H. HINTON,
E. M. SHRZW001
TrAffic Manager,
Agent.
Narbville,Tenn.

HopkinsvilleAy‘

-e,
ee.

f.Mt splintisrv:s.
NtllAii Haunting again. Listen
-inert!, '
The captain smote a thigh.
yelling."
he's
what
-I can't makeeent
"Coal!" he cried. "Anthracite corn
I
1
when
pipe
ditret•ent
a
"He'll 3-I'll to
The coal he't up and generated gas, of
get my grip of him. I'll twist the head
By
o ffre, y' understand; just gas
course-n
,
walk
to
have
of that swab till he'll
up the deck-no way of
blew
-gas
Whad
gob',
back'ard to see where he's
n. Naturally they
combustio
stopping
-*
3,101116••• AIIMONIL
he
duz
uz be Wave his arms for-wha
Smell the gas, can't
it.
,
cut
for
to
had
What's
h
.ir?
Co:a!ng
your
yell like a philly-loo bird for?
wono
Losiné
you? No w;ender she's hissing-n
him may. Charlie?"
out br the Curibilli? And
Author of "The Ocder she rolled--cargo goes off in gasheap sitig, no MI tell. Mebbee
"Jim
was
I
and what's to weigh her down?
doingInothing? No sense in
topus,- "The
-tinkum sing, come back chop-chop." 1
wondering what could 'a' wrecked I..r
Pit." Etc.
I Why don't you use
that!
"We'll see. Onrs owt, men; give way.
In this weather. But it's as plain as
Hair Vigur c.a.!
Ayers
Now, eon. put a little of that Yale
A B C."
1
itiugo in the stroke."
alongside. Kitchell
was
dory
The
Copyright. 1898, by
In the crow's nest Jim still yelled
watched his chance and as the bark
S. S. M'Clurs Company
and waved like one distraught, while
rolled down caught the mainyard bract'
toclip
smart
a
at
returned
dory
the
hanging In a bight over the rail and
ward the schooner. Kitchell lathered
promptly stop the f4ii?
swung himself to the deck. "Look
whlit airyou-..-etatteretflre"geffii-g redo. with fury.
(CONTI NIT Ito)
sharp!" he called asWilbur followed.
Your hair will begin to g7::
through
softly
d
"Oh-h." he murmure
sonny?"
"It won't do for you to fall among
too, and all dandruff will e:slemmee lay mee ,
CHAPTER Ill.
hunthe
at
look
Just
son!
"I'm going to show you the Bob his gritted teeth, "Jess
them shark,
appear. Could you relr,enpassed, they Cook stroke we used in our boat in two hands afoul of you wunst, you gibNOTHER day
dreds of 'em. There's a stiff on board.
Believe '
ably expect anything better?
two. Before Wilbur knew it '95, when we beat Harvard," answered bering, yellow philly-loo bird!
sure."
!
Inc. you'll dance! Shut up!" he roared.
be had settled himself to his Wilbur.
Ayer! !fair Vigor is snrnat surer., orlItt
Wilbur steadied himself on the swayout xer bndly. nut
me. My;ItaIr wros
, ain't we
my boa :4
new life, and woke one mornKitchell gazed doubtfully at the first "Shut up, you crazy do-do
the Bair' Vigor stopped it anti
ing broken deck, choking against :he
W. C. LOOdDON. Lludaay, Cal
right4"—
can?"
all
we
as
postinterfast
was
growing
comhe
he
with
that
then
n
few strokes,
to the realizatio
hissed upward on
that
gas
coal
of
reek
51 00 a ltle,
ye.syrn
The dory humped alongside, and the
ly enjoying himself. Daily the est watched the tremendous reach, the
j Allirt.lt. Woe.,
All dru
sta.
every hand. The heat was almost like
like quick-re course I'm with you, cap."
ther grew warmer. The fifth day powerful knee drive, the swing, the captain was over the rail
ng metal was inEverythi
furnace.
a
hands were all in the bow, would come to? Well, just h'rnme drop
' OW from San Francisco it was actual- easy caecis and the perfect recover. silver. The
tolerable to the touch.
the west. Jim
„hot. The pitch grew soft in the The dory was cutting the water like a looking and pointing to
It into your think tank, an' lay to what
"She's abandoned, sure," muttered
over
bubbling
ratlines,
masts
strokes
the
the
down
between
to
slid
gasoline launch, and
a Millnees deck seams;
I say. It's all the ways from fifty
the captain. "Look." And he pointed
feet
his
Before
went
news.
d
diminishher
suppresse
Chinamen
with
there was the least possible
ted 'resin. The
seventy thousand dollars, whatever
to the empty chocks on the house and
but their ing of the sewed.
had touched the deck Kitchell had cargo is. Call it sixty thousand-thirty the severed lashings. "Oh, it's a haat
„ Attain the decks wearing
fulagain,
stays
re
now,"
the
Ione
into
kicked him
"I'm a bit out of form just
thou' apiece. Oh, I don't know!" he son-it's a haul, an' you can lay to
I$i and blouses. Kitchell had
vest. marked Wilbur, "and I'm used to the minating blasphemies.
exclaimed, lapsing to 'undulates slang. that. Now, then, cabin first." And he
Shit. abandoned his coat and
.
n
e.
Chinama
the
RS
intolerabl
"Sing!" he shouted
sliding seat, but I guess it'll do."
I say about a million to one started aft.
7, WIlbur's oilskins became
;"Willed
Kitchell glanced at the human ma- clambered nway like a bewildered ape. on the unexpected at sea?"
gad he was at last constrained to trade
But it was impossible to go into the
were
I
if
s
a
would
haaals
s iliteforsua suitr
chine that once was No. 5 In the Yale "Sing a little more! I
"Thirty thousand!" exclaimed Wil- cabin. The moment the door was open'
wave.
and
such
and wicker
boat and then at the water hissing yon. Why don't you sing
bur, without thought as yet.
ed suffocating billows of gas rushed
rui odd enough he from the dory's bows. He spat over you fool philly-loo bird?"
oa C
ictker
tkilanlfoe .
es
okillie
7olca
ejea
Sll
y'r singin' songs," cried the out and beat them back. On the third
:. :1ar'
"Now
I
"Yas, sah," answered the cooly.
the bows and sucked the nicotine from
..- leaked In them.
captain. "Listen to me, son," he went trial the captain staggered out, almost
steer- Ids mustache thoughtfully.
"What you yell for? Charlie, ask on, rapidly shutting up the glass and overcome with its volume.
,Tble captain instructed him in
"I ree-marked," be observed, "as how him whaffo him sing."
and even promised to show him
thrusting it back in the case. "My
"Can't get in there for awhile yet,"
"I tinkme ship," answered Charlie name's Kitchell, and I'm hog right
Use of the sextant and how to take you had brains, my son."
gasped, "but I saw the stiff on the
he
A few minutes later the captain, calmly, looking over the starboard through!" He emphasized the words floor by the table. Looks like the old
observation in the fake short and
coasting style of navigation. Fm. who was standing In the dory's bow quarter.
;I with a leveled forefinger, his eyes man. lie's spit his false teeth out. I
"Ship!"
re, he showed hint how to read and alternately conning the ocean's
Cashiug. "H-o-g spells very truly knew there was a stiff aboard."
"Him velly sick," hazarded the Chi- yours, Alvinza Kitchell; ninety-nine
log and the manner of keeping the surface and looking back to the China"Then there's more than one," said
sena
mastadding
s
ratlines,
schooner'
the
the
from
on
naman
.
standing
reckoning
man
swine an' me make a hundred swiue. Wilbur. "See there!" From behind
Wilbur
ion:
Charlie.
to
watches
exclamat
Chinese
his
an
in
of
tence
head, uttered
g most
I'm a singe with both feet in the the wheel box in the stern protruded a
"He says he tinkutn ship sick, all trough first, last an' always. If that hand and forearm in an oilskin sleeve.
"Steady! Ship your oars! Quiet,
,engaged in painting the inside of
velly
p
the
on
and
right
g-shi
We're
lintels
somethin
same; ask urn
now! Quiet, you fools!
gabin, door panels,
abandoned, an' I says she is,
Wilbur rann up, peered over the little
W
• bark's
Scattered moldings, and toward the 'em. Four of 'elm an' big as (finite sick."
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By this time the captain, Wilbur
there's stuff in. I guess I'm more of it box and looked straight into a pair of
The ;pare were shipped. The dory's all on hoard could plainly make out a beachcomber by nature than anything eyes-eyes that were alive. Kitchell
Millner was in the latitude of
Chinespeed dwindled. "Out your paddles, sail some eight miles off the starboard else. If she's abandoned she belongs came up.
Conception, he and three
under Kitehell's direction, ratline.] sit on the gun'l and paddle ee-asy." bow. Even at that distance and to eyes to us. To blazes with this cooly game.
"One left anyhow,"' he muttered,
the fore rigging and affixed the The hands obeyed. The captain's voice so inexperienced as those of Wilbur it We'll go beachcorabin', you an' I.
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looking over Wilbur's shoulder. "Sailnest upon the foentast. The dropped to a whisper. Ills back was needed but a glance to know that some- i We'll board that bark an' work her
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morning during Charlie's watch toward them, and he gestured with thing was wrong with her. It was not into the nearest port-San Diego, I
our salvage. The bark's 'derelict right
a Chinaman was sent up into one free liend. Looking out over the that she failed to ride the waves with guess-an' get the salvage on her if
enough. Shake him out of there. Can't
w's nest, and from that time on water from his seat on the gue'l, Wil- even keel; it was not that hee rigging we have to :mini in her. Are you with
you see the lad's dotty with the gas?"
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as always a lookout maintained bur could make out. a round greenish wag in disarray nor that her sails were me?" Ile held out his hand. The man
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Phones Cumberland, bit.
e masthead.
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than once Wilbur looked around just under the surface sortie sixty to make.out such details. But in pre- heel. It was impossible to resist the
blind burrow, was the figure of a young 4+44444+4444
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the lookout, and finally express- captain under his elbow. "Go ahead. and from that indefinable look in the the keen salt air, the Chinamen groupthe box before he could be reached.
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ocean, and out yonder the forsaken with the gas. lie watched them with va, at first for the sake of a white sity of a little drama-a little drama of ell took in the stranger with a single derelict, rolling her light hull till the
cant eyes.
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company and afterward
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ratlines to the crow's next. Kitchell ad? Aren't you bound to stared and frowned.
tur
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to be done in ships, an' then
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Wilbur took the glass, catching the Kitchell ordered a couple of the hands when the latter heaved a deep breath.
your eye out yore" And he swert
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Paduceh Sun.
of sickness and folly. The people of
bor.
Mr. and Mrs. P.C. Rich ardso n and !
Auditor's office for tne year Shows a
1
North Christian are too intelligent sister, Miss Mode Trainutn, left last
John J. Rust left yeeterd y for
• The garrison, at latest accounts, balance
of $1,790,820 86 in the treas- to be caught with such chaff and for
night for Peosacoles, Fla , to spend 1 Nashville after spending the holi-,
bad been reduced to about 15,000 ury,
exclusive of all warrants and your information and others I'll iii- the winter.
l(lays with his grandinether, M a. M. a
tnen. On Dec. 4, High (203 Metre claims issued
For the benefit of our cue&garnet the treasury. form you cannot enforce vaccluation
Iw
Mr. Lyne Starling has returtlea to ' (4. Rust.
Mill), one of the ITIUst comniandIng Auditor
tomere we have installed a
Hager had audited stud paid inHopkinsville unless there is dae- Center College after spending
the / Mr. U. M. Cayce has gone to Flom.positions hi tt:e strike of forts, was all claims
4••••011,1•111111V
that had beet1 presented ger of the disease. There is none
bold by toe Japaneee after a severe to his
office before the books were down here. I ask you to quit your
night in whiah the loss on hot It sides balanced
up for the year, showing foolishness. If you are hard up for
was enormous. It was from this hill the
largest balance prebably in the money send around your hat, I'll
that the death;ble we were dealt the state's
help. Quit scaring the women and
history.
warships that were: then remaining
The treasury etatemeet last year children. Let the teacher out their
We ghtill at all times be able
in the harbor and afterward tire Jap- on
to give definite information
Dec. 31, 1903, at the close of busi- schools and next year Commence in
anese guns were trained upon the nese
RR to local mimes tend have
showed a ba ance of 81,510 567 94. time and vaccinate everything as
placed ourselves in cOrretown and such forts as were within
It will he seen that the balance is you come to it.
spondertee with the leafing
range On Dec. 111 the Keek wan fort
N. B.—The fiscal court has no juii firmariee of Evansville,
was taken by the J %panes°,afford nig nearly $300,000 above that of last
year.
Nashville and Louisville,
risdiction over north Christian vac_
_them another advantageous position
pa••••
,
..„
and will be able to supply all
Secretasy of State McChesney cinate all the negroes and Nasty
from which to assail other forts in
of our customers with any
the chain of defenses. Mining and completed a statement of tee busi- whit peple in Hop'tinsville This year
iefortnation relative to the
sapping were important factors in ness of the corporation department they need it, but for North Christian
employment of trained nurwe will use soap and water, from
ses at any time. We have
the capture of this position, as they of his office for the year, which
your old time friend,
consulted with all of the
were also in the fall of the Rihlung shows the largest amo rut ,rf capitalphysicians of Hopkinsville
ization
of
corporate
organization
in
tort of Dec. 29. All thee achieve••••••••--isud Christian county and
the
history
of
the
department.
snouts served to cut communications
every nurse we recommed:
Forty Ballots Taken.
'fhe records show 791 original.
between the Liaotie fort,'destined
is indorsed by toes' doctors.
We shall give this informto be the Alas:, ditch'' of the defen- amended and charitable corporaThe Clarksville Tobacco Beard of
ation
ders, and•great part if the chain tions have filed articles for record. Trade met yesterday to elect four
inOf this number 100 were amendint nig
of forts.
From the hour of the
spectors for the ensuing year. Three
fall of East Reek wan events nave to old corporations, the majority of old inspectors, Capt. A. F. Smith,
T.
seemed to be hastening to their cul- which incteased their capital stuck. L Porter and Dr. (2. R. Crouch were
The aggregate of the total capitalimination, for on Dec. 31 Sunfish,
'
re-elected. The board has been unzation of corporations and increased
Mountain fell into the hands of the
able to choose the fourth man, howand as an evidence of our
Japanese and only a few hours later amendments show $62,770,720.
evdr, the race being very close beappreciation of the generous!
The fees turned into the treasury
the "H" fort, another strong positween W. F. Buckner and Dr. 'I'. H.
treatment the public has at
from this department are as follows:
tion, was captured.
Drane. On the fortieth ballot there
all times conferred on us.
From
otganization
tax,
$63,770.720;
The report that the non combathad been no election.
Very Respectfully,
fees $1,997.67; state banks, building
ants of Port Arthur has been accordand loan associations, trust cottipaTabernacle Ushers.
ed asylum behind Liaotie Mountain
[Hes, approximating for last quarter
may have an indication that the Japthe returns for which have not all
The regular ushers for the taberanese commander foresaw that the
reached the office, $4,292; tetal, $70,- nacle are requested to be at
the tabsurrender of the Russians within a
160.29.
ernacle Sunday night,
very brief time was assured.
The largest amount of total capitalFrom a political, strategical and
isation for any previous year has
Alikadimint the nosit.
‘31,/iinicser(via
'
oat*, arrir.
gaps
have been retnoved to the hospital,
and a strict quarantine has been established. Dr. Jackson ,prop:Ises to
have everybody in the vicinity vaccinated as speedily as possible.
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being reckless. It makes a great deal
of difference how one reads the "signs
of the thues" after he has had his
fortune swept away by a destroying wind. Some weeks ago in mie of
my pastoral ells I saw a beautifully
pathetic picture entitled "After the
Tornado." The scene W1111 evidently
placed in one of the wildernemmes of the
west. A young man in the overalls
and the wooden shoes of a poor farmer stood upon the edge of a field, with
his poor young wife mad a cenple of
children clinging to her poor dress.
They were looking, yes, Out of the saddest of eyes. Why? They were looking at a magnificent field of wheat
that a few days ago was almost ready
to be harveeted. But that wheat by the
storm was battered down and crushed
into all sorts of shapes; like the waves
of the sea tumbling upon the beach.
They were looking tit the wreck of a
whole year of work. They were looking into the bloodshot eyes and the red
tongues of a hungry pack of wolves
about to be unleashed by starvation,
which soon would be growling and
snarling about their doors during the
muffing winter. Ah, yes, It makes a
great deal of difference how one looks
at a coining year's labor before and
after a destroying tempest! most or
you, Ilke Job, have had your "tornadoes of trouble" which have wrecked
the home and destroyed your business
and killed your cattle and sheep and
left you stripped and forlorn.
Not Every Dark Cloud a Tempest.
But though bitter trouble may have
assailed you in the past that is no reason why you should think every dark
cloud presages for you a destroying
tempest. Indeed. I go further than
that; I do not believe your past storms
of troubles have all been destroying
tempests. You are still living, you
have survived your worst troubles, and
now, chastened and strengthened, you
are going forward armed by past experience and wiser by your trials,
strong in faith, to meet what the new
year may bring.
It can bring with It nothing
But he will bear us through;
Who gives the lilies clothing
Will clothe his people too.

tile chu
loIng to smash mil the
Mg to smash. I guess I
PeoPi"
veal ,et o
he train and let the 'Limited Express of Destruction'
. go over the
open drawbridge ta It may."
Supposing your daughter is sick and
you t'all in a physician and beg him to
cure her. That physician, having ex Emitted her, deciares there Is no hope.
1Ie leaves some medicine for her, but
doubts if it can do her any good: he
advisee this com•se and that, but says
there is re,tIly no hope for saving her.
What would you do with such a doctor? You would turn him out of doors
In the twinkling of an eye. You would
any, "if a physician has no faith in his
own medicine. I will have no faith in
him." And yet the strange fact of life
Is this: There are scores and hundreds
of 111f.11 who always keep talking about
their misfortunes. They keep on telling their employees only the dark side
of their business. After awhile their
employees and business associates lose
faith in their business prospects and
they do not work as they ought.
Take an laventory.
What you need, 0 man, at the beginning of this new year is to take a big
inventory, not of your misfortunes, but
of your blessings. Find out all the
bright things you know about your life.
Repeat them over and over and over to
yourself. Get faith in God and in
yourself. Then your associates will get
faith In you. By their Increased labor
you will get faith in them. Then, together with faith in each other and
faith in God, you will go forth with renewed zeal for the seed planting and
the multitudinous harvest will surely
Come. Never let your associates know
that you have lost faith in yourself.
The poorest song a farmer ever sung in
the time of sowing and seed planting
is the pessimistic song of old, which
will destroy the enthusiasm of every
farm hand:
Thirty days bath September, Aprii, June
and November:
FroemverJyanduaay7 up to May It ralneth

Would not the satisfaction you get
from having led one young men to be
GETALL SICILI
saved for Christ tammensate you for
all your Mlisted lebor upan 1111w:tem
young teen who were not saved? God
Renews the hair, makes it new again,restores the
freshness. 3
will not reward you according to the
what you need if your hair is fadtd or turning
success of your labors. but acear :lag
gray,toritalxg
restores
the
color.
Stops falling hair, also.nr"VtAVor=
to the efforts you have honestly =tie,
whether they have succeeded or failed.
Do, your duty mid leave the result to
God.
By Rey.
Oh, missionary worker in the New
Prank DeWitt Talmage. D.1).
York 14111111H, WIlllt is the good of your
remetie IlliSS1011£4 and your testimony
meetings night after night? You know
- Los Mowles.(al , Jan. 1 In this se just as well as I know that nine-tenths
'Nelson & abneyi
the preacher hrings to all, and esof all your professed converts will be...a
110PKINSVILLE
come
baeksliders.
That
to
art.
those
who
young woman
striving for
**dilly
KENTUCKY.
who now arises with tears in her eyes
1t world's betterment. a New Year's
and
says,
-Thank
God, I have been
„*estrage of hope anti em.ouragement
saved from sin," rutty tomorrow be
--j.The text is Ecclesiastes xi. 4, "1-1e that
treading again the old path of wicked':•11111merveth the wind shall not sow."
ness. That man who signs the pledge
-.ell Tobacco in Hoishead or Loose.
What • change there is in our way
tonight may be drunk again next week.
#11 keeping the holidays from that of
That penitent gambler is only penitent
Prompt Personal Attention to all Busineses.
Vides times: The old fashioned New
until you give him a start in life again,
and then he will gamble away his subAirear's and the old fashioned Christmas
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON PRIZ , 1.)
TOBACCO
stance just the same as he has done in
riabd the old fashioned Thanksgiving
IN STORE.
the past. Mrs. Maud Ballington Booth
were as different from their sue
lately wrote & book entitled "After
as the poke bonnets and hoopPrison, What?" After prison for most
'and powdered curls of colonial
ex-convicts is prison again. Two-thirds
W. P vvinfree
were different from the wasterof the inmates of the penitentiary serve
of the, milliners and dressMakers
more then one term each. Once a thief
hairdressers of modern times. We
for many of them is always a thief:
of the triumph of the locomotive
Labor Not Lost.
the telegraph In annihilating dis"All that you state is true," answers
the missionary of the New York alums.
bnt I am not sure that they have
"One-third, one-half — aye, perhaps
**done more to separate the members
three-fourths—of all our reformed cases
;Ili families. The greeting that now
may become backsliders. But if one rhe eeasan of the year when people wept to buy real estate is at hand
Uwe by wire from a son on the other
we invite those who want to buy or+ sell to consult this
out
column.
of every four—aye, if one out of
world
of the
in former times was
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and
wad ad
every
ten—be
saved,
is
not
the
tenth
t by the son himself, who eelvertise the property put into our hands Tree of charge, and will
famish
man worth all the effort we have be- prospective customers conveyance to
Went more thau a day's coach ride
look at property without cost to the
stowed on the other nine? All the seed Come to see us if 3 lu want to sell, it coats you nothing
tbe old homestead. Then fathers
if you fail.
the farmer plants does not fall on good
A splendid farm of 136 acres in the best section of Southern
Mothers, brothers and sisters, coossoil. Shall the farmer cease to plant? Has anew house, good bern, stable, ten) cabins, nice orchard, Kentucky.
and grandchildren could all gather
well watered,
All our labors for Christ may not bring and well improved. Will give a barge!u if sold at once.
the same roof. Then presents
in
a
gospel
acres
harvest,
of
414
the finest south hriatian land on Clarksville pike, one suns:.
but are not the reset have to be done up in packages
wards; we receive a multipotent bless- from two railroad station, L et N and Tp. Susceptible of division into
Sent days ahead across the (analr,
tracts
with
Improvements
on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant houses-,
ing
for
our
labors, no matter how great
or seas in order to arrive at their
stables,
etc.
Will
be
sold
as
a
whole
are
divided
they
to
may be?" The New York missionsuit purchasers. Come
;ion In time foethe annual boiland see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
All the rest have thirty-one, without a ary is right.
But each brother and sister, each
Good farm of 166 acres, located pear Howell, Ky. This farm is well
"Yes," some one says, "that is very fenced,
blessed ray of sun.
and parent, could deliver the
has house of 8 rooms, good tenement house of 8 rooms, two Ism
And if any of them had two and thirty pretty talk, but it does not bear well
011111,tmas gifts with a smile and seal
new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty
They'd be just as wet and twice as
of stook
the teat of logic. If while I sow one water, new 1411 oke house and other outbuildings
the holiday good wishes with a loving
and about 20 storm good
good seed nine other men are Rowing timber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
"Vie
'
d li:
rlt;; says some one else afflicted
When the great philosopher wrote the
Mb property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 8 dwellings, one store house w
tares. will not the nine tarns increase
• Sane of us can remember the good
expressing a with New Year's tituldities, "I not only just as rapidly its the one good seed? good trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice with daily
old times when New Year's day was a words of lay text he mos
have
lost
faith
In
myself
my
and
in
mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom.
The
negative truth. "Ile that observeth
In time will not the earth, instead of
Cepa&
der of hospitality, dedicated to the reassociates. but I have also lost faith
ty of 60 barrel- of flour r sr day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
the
sow,"
Conshall
and
not
winds
the
being
covered
With
the
glory
as
of
God
newal of old acqualntanceships by a
mill.
from
in
the
miler
good
About
deeds
4
railroad
which
and
I
try
to
do
no
other
mill within foursmilest A
verse of that fact is that If a man will
the waters cover the sea,' be covered pi en
Mt= now almost fallen into
did chance for investtnent. Will tell at a bargain,. Good reason for
for the lost and the needy. I am not
tilde. That was the ancient custom of only • go forth with n brave heart, If au angel. I make no pretense of being with the blood of a destroyed world? selling.
A nice farm of III acres of land, 80 acres in tin'her, good 6 room dwelling,
the Dutch settlers of New York and be will wily plant and sow his seed a perfect man, but I do try to do some Instead of the world being better, as
the modern custom of our oWII fathers faithfully and conselentiously. God will good in tl:e world. Almost all my we would wish, is It not morally and outhouses, stahle, tobacco barn ; within 6 miles of Hopkinsville, fine trua
harvest.
him
large
give
"To
him
a
farm.
spiritually
becoming more and more
and mothers and older brothers and sisA fine productive farm of 185 acre in one of the best neighborhoods.
righteousness shall be a good intentions have gone for naught. depraved? Have I not a right, then, to
ters of making anti receiving calls on that soweth
I can understand the disappointment
believe
not
reward."
you
Will
sure
my
new year timidities?" No, my in Christian county, about five miles hem Elopkineville and quarter mile
the first day of the new year. The
of men win) have made honest but
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn
end
good spirit of the new year seemed to this? 0 man, will you not go forth futile attempts to help people, for the brother! No, no! A thousand times large stable, two good cabins. good
cistern, fine orchard and about 20 sores
. say to all fathers and husbands and to your coming year's work with a more you do for some people the less no! The reports of the gospel meteorol- in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
spirit
hopeful
for
a coming
ogists do net bear out your theories.
"• tethers and sons. "Go forth anti tind brave and a
A splendid farm of 800 acres in one of the best sections of Southern
theme people seem to be willing to do
Meteorology is as rational a science Ke..tucky ; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good
oat bow many friends you have in the conquest?
comfortable dwelfor themselves. I do not want to lead
as a
But there are some whose apprehenlca
istry, geology, biology, physics ling house, cistern. Ice house, 3 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with
w• orld. Go forth and renew your old
ortge..-e-ssess.
a purely selfish life, but I do not inher science. Like a skillful *city for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orbhard; in one mile of depot on one
'
.4
-.11equatintances. Go forth and encour- sions of coining trial are based on facts tend to lie bled for nothing." The de- or .
e United States government, railroad and 3 miles from depot on another. Good schools and church*,
' ow each home for the coming struggle of a different kind. "My trouble," says sire not to throw away our good works gen...r
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold ate bargain.
oif the new year." Then wives and one, "Is not due to a lack of faith in is rational. IViien we plant seed we guarding against surprise, has organbut
own
or
in
ability,
in
the
my
God
ized
its
weather
A fine tarn- of 400 acres within one The only vacant
bureau
and
planted
mothers and daughters iu the early
certainly want to reap tile harvest.
lots on West side of
ideate* kept open house. Then New loyalty of others. The apostolic ad- There are many discouragements in outpost at:Aisne everywhere. All these mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five
ain St. for sale at a low brice
acres
in
fine
This
timber.
farm
is
yoked
unequally
with
be
rive
not
to
stations
are
gu
direct
communication
Year's day In New York and Brooklyn
philanthropic labors. The wife of a
iNice new cottage on South Virginia
well fenced with hedge and wire and
• brought such scenes as were witnessed unbelievers extends further than the promiuent New York millionaire once with each other and with Washington.
street.
Has six rooms and bath
that
an
relation.
finding
I
marriage
Thus no sooner does a storm start out divided into five shifts, on each of reom,
2123 game ago, when the daughters of
good cistern and stsble. LDS
said to my mother: "Mrs. Talmage, I
which is plenty of never failing water.
business.
sense
broader
of
the
out
on
in
its
mission
of
destruction than the This is one of the finest farms in the fronts 86 feet and runs back
illTherhinds welcomed their friends
do not like to do a deed of Christian
192 ISM
weather bureau lifts its signals of best farming section of Kentucky, ta a 16 foot alley. This place will
ent mansions on the Battery It also means that those who are un- philanthropy with any one. When
be
4.
I
pull
can
equally
together
never
yoked
warning. The sailors run to cover, and well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco e !d on reasonable terms.
New Amsterdam. Every dining
4
do it I never want any one to know
i
room was tilled with tempting viands. well as a team. Nly business associ- who is doing It. If $500 is necessary fruit grow-em's hold back their ship- and all kinds of grasses. rhere is
The S. T. Fox farm of 612 acres, •
Mated on the Miliers Mill road
Beery•w here on every street went the ates and I are fretting and worrying to be raised and I give $499, leaving it ments, and railroad officials get out no better stock farm in the county.
OM folks calling. "Happy New Year!" and irritating and retarding one an- to some one else to give at least the their snow plows and anticipate the at- improvements first class and in per- a out seven mile. Southwest of Hop.
Tt
1117111P, large two story dwelling
tacks of the storm. So perfect is this tact repair, fine two-story frame
TIM In many a troubled home tame other's labors."
other dollar. there is no surprise. The
with
dwelling
..ine
rooms,
veranda
id
a
all
necessary farm buildings, i•
Yes. brother, I at once catch
the
system of signals that for the last ten
Mange b nit love and faith in God anti
only surprise expressed is that I did
in Dont anti porches in rear, four
d fences. orchard and plenty df
,ime on account of those friendly New meaning of your Bible simile. Al- not give the $500 instead of the $499. years not a ship has ever been last frame tenant ht uses, two large new
Water
at d timber. This is a lbwthough born in the city. I have spent a
upon the dangerous inland sea of Lake tobacco barns, two graineries with
?ear mien:Bons
The more you do for some people the
A New Year's greeting is the sermon great deal of my spare time In the less they try to do for themselves." Michigan whose captains have heeded capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat, hirm and located in one of the mac
. at this morning. with the same kind- country. and I have witnessed again This is unquestionably true, but, theugh these storm signals. Millions and bil- large stables, cow houses, tool house, filrming sections of the county and'
.11, Mirk in which ffamtis used to come and again feats of horse team pulling. some seed sown in Christian philan- 11011/4 of dollars' worth of property have carriage and ice house, two large cis- Will be sold on reasonable terms.
fact
terns,
an
in
ideal
with
farm
have
The
of
rummest
a
great
pride
deal
been
saved
anti
both
sea.
on
laud
bottle
mother's
1.0141 Wigh her a
to my
thropy seems to be thrown away, that
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ay,- J
a beautiful lawn of four acres ill front
'Happy New Yea r" and with tender In their horses. If one farmer can have does not !wove that the seed planting
The Sign• of the Times.
of house. One of the most desirable rote. Goad home with 4 large rooms
heavy.
team
matched
of
perfectly
a
reminiscences of the past and cheerful
What the superintendent of tile farms in the state, in one of the best 2 porches, cistern outbuildingsohadelf
is not worth all the labor it costs us.
.Wilahes for the future make the day a farm horses he always think they can
What would you think of a fanner weather bureau caw do in reading the neighborhoods,convenient to schools and fruit trees. Price $1,400.
other
teams
all
in
outdraw
outpull
and
porous and hopeful one. I come to you
The
who should say to you, "I will not positions of the atmospheric storm Ourches and good market.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of
this, New Year Sabbath day. But in- the country. It is not uncommon at plant a kernel of corn unless I urn pos- clouds the gospel meteorologist can do lahd in first-class condition. 'Will Ind, on good public road, in one
of
of
theme
to
county
trials
have
fairs
stead of wishing you a 'gloppy New the
itively sure that from this kernel will in telling us about the storm clouds of be sold on easy terms to suit pur- tije best neighborhoods in South
Year" In the brusque, happy-go-lucky strength tested. A great load will be grow a stubble of corn, or a grain of sin. What Is it we learn froin theme chaser.
C iristian, convenient to postoalmie
, way in which friend used to salute piled upon a sled at the bottom of a wheat, barley or buckwheat unless Christian meteorological reports? From
612 acres hit tract, 400 acres in culti- s bools and churches, In a high state ,
vation, ground lies very level and is of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooma,
friend upon the street I HUI going, as hill. Then the team will be hitched up. from this very seed I
shall get my one and another heathen laud comes
sad hall,onelarge,tobacco barn,good
yonr pastor, to have a heart to heart The farmer will take the reins firmly thirty or sixty or a hundredfold re- the story of people turning from idols b very rich soil.
bles and cow house, buggy how*, '
Produced last year 75 bu, corn per
A talk with you.
111B going to haVe in his llama; and cry, "Get up!" If the turu?" Why, you would laugh such a to serve the living God. Everywhere
&ere. 21 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 2 new cabins, smoke house, hen
a. you first tell all ;igr troublee and fears, horses pull together evenly anti steadi- farmer to scorn. You
slavery
cruelty
and
and
InhumanIt3
h use, new wire fence, nice young
would say to
to '200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
.and then I shall say: "Frit, for the ly In all probability the sled will him: "You do not know the first
There are 225 acres of this farm in o chard, grapes, rasp-berries amt.
A B C are being gradually suppressed. The
t past twelve • months you have
s awberries,plenty of water, very,
been move ocer the hard, bare ground as if of agriculture. A planter can afford world is coming more and more under red clover.
t looking oil the dark side of life. You the runners were slipping over the to lose a thousand
This place has a fine 10 room resi- d sirable, will be sold cheap and Op
seeds if he can get the Influence of the principles of
omerms.
e syte
dhowe been indulging too much in winteten snow. But if one horse jerks a harvest from the
remaining seeds he Christ. It Is a slow process. but the dence, large bares,good pond,7 good
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
gloomy anticipations and anxieties. You at his traces one moment and then plants." Yet all through
l vacant lots on Wal.
life you can general trend is in the right direction
locat- ti t street.
t.: do not seem to be willing to enter the balks when his mate is pulling it is im- find men who estimate
acres
'
,ears hits had its negro labor, is well fenced and
their successes Evil for thoumatele of
ed on good public road, inc Montgbin'battle of 1005 with a brave heart and a possible to move the ,heavy load. The and failures not by
of
desirable farming lane
the glorious re- sway. We must not expect it to be ery County, Tent'., 7 miles north of
Montgomery county, Tenn, heavi
(
icheerful countenance.
What is the great difficulty with your business and turns they receive from a few good easily or quiekly dislodged. But the Clarksville
and 6 miles Dean nearest
timbered,
10
miles from Howell
matter?" Then you will point out to professional life may be that you are seeds well planted
In good ground, but good time is voluble. Only do not let star It
price $7.00 per acre.
all the dark elm& that are hang- not "equally yoked" with your associ- by the failure of the good
This place can he bought for only Ks'.ine farm of 282 acres in
seed which us who live 111 (11111011111 lands lose
neighupon the edge of your horizon, and ates. You may have pulled while they has inadvertently fallen in bad
heart or hope. We have the promise of $46.00 per acre, $10,b00.00 cash and bdrhotel of Howell, Ky.,
soil.
at a greaSs...7 z
will tell we why this New Year's were balking, and they may be pulling
victory; we see the sky grovving rosy balance on very easy terms, with 6 bargain
oone
rou
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y is to you a "blue Sunday." Then while you are balking. But did you
per cent. interest.
ydesirable suburban residence,
Why don't you help that young man with the coining dawn. Let us work
hall try. by the help of God, to sent- ever stop to think that perhaps your who has
Trice farm or 142 acres within
swo stories, 8 rooms, new and
nd 74
just landed In town and is on in faith and patience. Oh, my
lack
of faith in yourself may be the
Hopkinsville,on good pubthose dark clouds and change your
dt repair, about 7 acres of land.
stranded? I grant that he has been a brother, think uot this New Year's day 8 miles of
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dwelling,
Good
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year thnitlitiem of doubt into new chief reason why they have no faith wayward
opens
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a
for
"dark
Christ.
tiny"
boy, that his life is not what
barn, steble, outbuildings sad plenty
in you and why they do not work in
t year certainties of gospel hope.
It ought to be, but in spite of that, why not that your labors for the coming of limber and water. Desirable place
nice
ce residence at Casky, Ky.
harmony with you?
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away.
be
thrown
year
Push
will
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in
don't you help him? You know you
will be sold cheap.
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s acres,*six room cottage and
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4. "Why art thou cast down,0 my soul.
Faith Is Needed.
hope.
faith
Look
Drive
and
up,
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in
can give him a position if you will.
One of the most desirable rediden- t o room office in yard; good
and why art thou disquieted within
Lack of faith in our own work will "Oh." you answer, "what is the use? the name of Jesuit. Plant in God's ces on S. Vie St., corner lot 86 feet se vents house, large good
ice house,
,e3*
. me?" -First," you answer, "because 1 kill absolutely any faith others may I have tried to be a
plant
Christ!
for
front
Jesus
by 268 feet deep House with large stable and carriage house And
friend to young name;
good
trees,
fruit
shade
and
have been defeated so often in the have In our ultimate success. The old men In the past, but I am done now
beautiful
necessary
Year's
No New
greeting from me
al
out buildings; splenCIA
struggle of life that my backbone is proverb says, "Bats will leave a sink- with turtling may business house into a could be voiced in more inspiring lan- cietern, stable and all necessary out- shtftde and fruit trees never failing
t gone. I have been like a sea captain ing ship." All our friends and ABSOC1- Christian mission. I draw the line guage than that of my text. These buildiegs. All in excellent repair. well, good cistern; convenient to depolt, school and church;6 miles from
. • who has been wrecked again and ates will leave us as quickly as they sharply between business and philan- eight words have for me a loving re- Price and terms reasonable.
60 acres of fine land 1S miles from Hepkinsville with good pike nearly
IA again until at last he feels that every can If they once get into their minds thropy. I do my Christian work in membrance. If nay one should ask me
whole distance. Splendid toast,i,,*ithreatening storm means a foundered the thought that we ourselves feel that church, but not in niy store. I run the what was niy father's favorite passage Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good thi3
for a doctor,
sprine and barn, fenced and has 20 b
ship. I am like a merchant who has we are certainly doomed to failure. A latter on business principles. When a of Scripture, without a moment's hesiValuable store room on Main
acres of timber. Very desirable
Wien caught in three or four great pan- man who is always anticipating fail- young man conies to me for work he tation I would answer, Ecclesiastes propel ty.
st eet. One of the best business loos
Ice and again and again, through ao ure and taking a gloomy view of the has to have good recommendations or xi, 4, "He that observeth the wind
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles ti tie in the city.
hefigult of his own, has had his fortune future not only works half heartedly I will not employ him. Why, sir, I shall not sow:" They were to him his from Bennetstown Ky. Good house
ice cottage on corner of Browa
'swept away. He is timid about mak- himself, but depresses his associates. have befriended four young men in meat and strength for everyday work. 8 rooms, tenant house, good well, an Broad streets, 7 rooms, good out-ing a new venture. I am like a mother What church would wish to listen to a the past! I even went 80 far as to try He quoted them to himself almost large tobacco barn, good frame eta- b 'dings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
Who has hurled four or five of her ha- minister who had no hope of the ulti- to send one of those young men through every day itf his life. He quoted them ble 28x80 feet,40 acres in fine timber, Ofl reasonable terms.
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in
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25,000 PRISONERS
DEATHS IN
DISASTER ON RIVER. TAKEN BY JAPANESE

IA VENER BLE PASTO
CURED BY PE-RU-NA44

• Pe-ru-na is a Catarrhal Tonic
Especially Adapted to the DeI dining Powers of Old Age.

In old age the mucous membranes beExplosion On Board a Steamer—The De- Stoessel Tells Of Garrison's Condition--No fun
eorn:tiotnh.ickentd and partly Inse their
Hope Of Peace Any Time Soon.
fender Burned To Water's Edge.
*

ere reported to have left Port Arthur
(Cablegram.)
Jas. Woodruff, of Pittsburg. He was
officially an- two are thought to have gone to Geris
4.—It
Jan.
TOKIO,
into the river by tne exploHUNTINGTON, W. Va., Jan. 4.— hurled
that the Japanese eaptured man ports, one is missing. The rewas later picked up by a nounced
but
sion,
maitider are in Che Foo. Three JapOne of the most horrible disesters
prisoners at Port Arthur.
rescuing party and taken to the 25,000
ats are hovering in.
anese torpedo bo
on the Ohio river in years occurred
Ohio shore. His injuries are not seaide. Three small Russian launches
almost opposite this city at 11 o'clock
Terrible Story.
rious.
have just arrived at Che Foo. They
last night. The two big towboats,
ST. PETERSBURG, Jan. 4.—Gen.
The steamer burned for over an
that they were pursued by
reported
,Defender and Victor, owned by the
Che
of
despatchee, by way
hour and the smouldering hulk set- Stoessel's
seven Japanese destroyers. Port ArPittsburg Towboat Company, were
how
relate
staff,
general
the
tled down just above the city wharf Foo, to
thur is report e I in Cha Foci to be in
returning to Pittsburg from Clecinthe position of the fortress of Port
boat.
ruins.
absolute
oath where they had just delivered
gradually became less safe
The victims rescued from the dis- Arthur
large fleets of coal.
of
ravagee
critical, the
aster were taken to different hospitals and more
May Retake Fortress.
The Defender's boilers blew up
increasing enormously the
scurvy
such
in
are
and
houses,
private
and
PARIS, Jan. 4.--The Russian ofBO consideraJust above the local wharf here, and
already
lists
casualty
a condition that little of an intelto the
report was heard for miles. In a
the Jaranese assaults and ficials here strongly Incline
ligent nature regarding the occur- ble from
on
go
without
war
that
will
the
view
steamer
big
the
minutes
of
end
yery few
bombardments. Towards the
rence can be had from them.
was a mass of flames, the fire even
supolies of aunnunition reference to Port Arthur. The RusCapt. Woodruff was taken across the year the
Spreading to the twenty barges in
out, there were 14,- sian naval attache says the mission
gave
completely
the river by some boys who picked
tow:.
wounded in the hospit- of the Russian second Pacific squadhim up, and is DOW in a private 000 sick and
inhabicasualties coming ron was to save Port Arthur. Th ire The report awakened the
house at Bradrick and is said not to als and 700 fresh
fore, since this mission cannot be acevery
soon
and
city,
tants of the
in daily.
be eriticalle itijored.
complished, the squadron will prob•
end
the
at
that
reports
available craft was en ronte to the
general
The
The steamer Victor was so far in
ably wait until reinforced by a third
reeue to aid in rescue.
• advance of the Defender that her of the siege he had only 10,000 men
and probably a fourth squadron. He
of
crew
disaster
i crew knew nothing of the
Eight persons out of a
under arms, the remainder of the
Pittsnearing
believes Russia will retake Port Arrapidly
now
is
and
deed,
be
to
known
either
are
been
twenty-eight
original garrison having
burg. The steamer Chevalier, lying
by assaults by laud and sett.
thur
inbadly
are
fifteen
or
twelve
and
killed or disabled.
at the local wharf when the explowill require time for adequate
There
jured.
sion occurred, rendered valuable asand military consolidation,
naval
The boat was in charge of Capt. sistance..
Russian Torpedo Boats.
the war one or two
prolonging
thus
WASHINGTON,Jan. 4.—Two caThe attache adds that medivery close between W.F. Buckner,
years.
the
at
received
blegrams have been
Dr. H.
incumbent, and
the
ation is impossible cntih Russia wins
•
state department from Mr. Fowler,
T. Drane, and the board seems deaddecisive victory. Capt. Epantha
the American consul general at Che
locked. They will meet again Monone of the Russian naval offichine,
Foo, in which he says that the Ruswill appear as a witness beday, when the balloting will be rewho
cers
and
sian torpedo boats arrived tht re
international commission,
sumed.
the
fore
snipACCIDENT
native
the
DIPLORABLE
anchored inside of
will retake Port ArRussia
also says
ping, are now disarming. The crews
IN CLARKSVILLE.
peace will come
declares
He
thur.
are being quartered in native barimposes It.
Russia
when
only
racks. Of the seven Russian destroy(Special to New Era)

This leads to partial loss of1 hearing.
smell and taste, as well as digeistive dis!
turbances.
Peruna correct.. all this by 14. specific
operation on all the mucous m mbranes
1
of the body.
One bottle will convince an yen°. Once
Used and Peruna becomes a life-long
stand-by with old and young.
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Tobacco Crowers Agree
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when Si years old can say It has lirirgiere
steel my whole system. 1 cansolilitil
think, dear Doctor, that you nto,4
very thankful to the all loving
that you have been permitted to.
and by your skill be such a bleaelig as
you have been to suffering bunmediti..
I —Rev. J. N. Parker.
Strong and Vigorous at the Age of
A Bishop's Letter.
Eighty-eight
T. H.Lomax, D. D., Bishop End Met
Rev.4.N.Parker,Utica, N.T., writes: A. M.E., of Charlotte, N.C., writein
"In June, 1901, I lost my sense of hear- "I recommend your Peruna to akimbo
ing entirely. My hearing had been want a strengthening tonic and.a.verg
somewhat impaired for sevetal years, effective remedy for all catarrhal eons.
but not so much effected but thatI could plaint.."—T.H.Lomax.
If you do not derive prompt and satia.
bold converse with my friends; but in
June,1901, my sense of hearing left me factory results from the use of Pert,*
so that I could hear no sound whatever. write at once to Dr. Hartman,giving*
I was also troubled with rheumatic pains full statement of your case, and he wilt
In my limbs. I commenced taking Pe- be pleaded to give you his valuable ad.
.
rine and now my hearing is restored as vice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman. Pr••*i4en•-•01/
rood as it 'was prior to June,11901. My
• •••,r:1,..1,
tutaim San..!
rIu m •• pains are all gonc I.ann
highly g Pertnia,1 and

From Wednesday's Daily.
Miss Mary Clark Buckner hits reAsK Your Drtiggist for a Fre e Peruna
turned to Henderson.
Will be Elected to Succeed
AlManac for 1905.
Famous Musical Conductor
Misses Rosa and Hattie Klein rePermanently.
Quay
i
Dies at His Home In
turned last night from Hopkinsville,
prizes will both go to the semi was.
(Special to New Era.)
1
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(Special to New Era)
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where
Chicago.
• I
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.
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A deplorable accident occurred yesAccording to the Prof. Aodrew J.
4.—Theodore
Jan.
Ill.,
CHICAGO,
atnoon
was
at
legislature
sylvania
*May afteimoon in South ClarksMiss Della Hopson, who has been
Thomas, the famous American mu- at home spending the holidays, re- tended by United Stater Senators Devoe, the prophet of Henke:Haack,
1111. A pistol in the hands of Norsical conductor, died today at his turned to Potter Bible' College at Penrose and Knox and other Repub; N. J.. 1905 will see m]orangt.famine,
man Bradley was accidentally dis(Special to New Era.)
a cotton panic, a bad clay fo the inresidence in this city. It was not Bowling Green.
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charged, the load striking hi 3 youngJan. 4.—Prof. Oman
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Rockefeller, is now an editor. "TO,
days en route to her home hi HorDevoe
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piece
a
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of things," edited by Prof._
order
zard about Jan. 6. It will continue
has world-wide fame, and he tives and friends.— Paducah Newshand, and, in some manner struck which
made its appearance today.
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:
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in his sale
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month will occur between the 19th
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ary era. Those who do not see this
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